ABSTRACT

GILLISPIE, ELIZABETH CATHERINE. Sediment Manganese-oxide Content as a Tool for
Predicting Groundwater Arsenic Pollution Potential in Pleistocene Aquifers of Southern Asia
(Under the direction of Dr. Matthew Polizzotto).
Over 150 million people in South and Southeast Asia consume unsafe drinking water from
arsenic(As)-rich Holocene aquifers. Although use of As-free water from neighboring
Pleistocene aquifers is a potential mitigation strategy, such aquifers are vulnerable to
geogenic (As derived from natural aquifer materials) and allogenic (As transported into the
aquifer) As pollution, placing millions more people at potential risk for As exposure.

The goal of this dissertation was to elucidate the roles of sediment variability,
manganese(Mn)-oxide mineralogy and redox chemistry in regulating allogenic and geogenic
arsenic contamination of well water. To accomplish this goal, chemical analyses of natural,
chemically variable Pleistocene sediment from 4 well locations in the Mekong Delta,
Cambodia were integrated with well-water sampling, spectroscopic analyses, batch reduction
and adsorption experiments, and flow column studies. In general, results show that variability
in pore- and well-site- scale sediment chemistry impacts the biogeochemical processes
controlling As mobility. Across the aquifer, average groundwater redox potential (Eh =
0.155V ± 0.097 V) was suboxic, around the potential of MnO2(s) reduction and above the
potentials of H2AsO4- and Fe(OH)3(am)(s) reduction. According to batch reduction experiments
that examined release of geogenic As to solution, when microbial processes were limited, As
release was minimized unless solution chemistry was sufficient to promote abiotic desorption
or competitive displacement of As from sediment mineral surfaces. Introduction of dissolved

organic carbon from external or sediment sources may stimulate As removal to solution
through biotic reduction or, in the case of complex humic and fulvic acids characteristic of
natural environments, a suite of abiotic and biotic processes. According to batch sorption and
flow-column experiments that examined allogenic As transport and retention, the removal of
As(III) from solution was controlled by sediment chemistry. In particular, the sorption
capacity and maximum amount of As sorbed were directly related to the abundance of
crystalline Mn oxides but also correlated strongly with the abundance of crystalline Fe
oxides. However, under flow conditions, the retardation and dispersion of As transport were
only strongly correlated to the abundance of crystalline Mn oxides, suggesting that the
presence of Mn-oxides limits allogenic As transport. Based on our results, incorporating
geochemical processes on all scales and assessing the abundance and reactivity of Mn could
help provide more accurate models and more easily accessible tools to assess the
vulnerability of Pleistocene aquifers to future As pollution.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1

1.1. Research Motivation
Naturally occurring arsenic (As) is a contaminant that is often found in drinking wells in the
U.S. and around the world (Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a), threatening over 150 million
people who consume unsafe amounts of As on a daily basis (Brammer, 2009). Numerous
studies have documented major aquifers with well-water concentrations of As above the EPA
and World Health Organization (WHO) standards of 10 μg L-1 (Berg et al., 2001; Kim et al.,
2002; Nickson et al., 1998a; Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a; Welch et al., 2000). Chronic
consumption of As in drinking water can lead to adverse health impacts on humans (Bolt,
2013; Flanagan et al., 2012; Phan et al., 2010). Although As contamination in drinking water
is a global issue, Southern Asia, in particular, is known for its mass poisoning of humans due
to As in well water (Ng, 2005; Smith et al., 2000). Therefore, especially in the rural areas of
these countries, there is a dire need for effective yet economically feasible options to safer
drinking water.

Drilling wells in areas where groundwater concentrations of As are known to be low has
been one option that is increasing in practice; however, the future contamination of these
aquifers has become an increasing concern. Arsenic contamination of a low-As aquifer could
occur geogenically (where As is derived from natural aquifer materials) and/or allogenically
(where As is transported into the aquifer) (McArthur et al., 2008; Van Geen et al., 2013b;
Van Geen et al., 2007b; Winkel et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2014), and As retention and
mobility are highly dependent on its speciation and redox transformation (Masscheleyn et al.,
1991; Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a) (Figure 1). Currently, the location and controls on
allogenic and geogenic As contamination are not completely understood, and there are few
2

tools for predicting the potential for future As contamination in low-As aquifers (Fendorf et
al., 2010; O'Day et al., 2004; Winkel et al., 2011).

Pleistocene aquifers in Southern Asia tend to be low in groundwater As, yet have the
potential to be contaminated allogenically or geogenically (Dhar et al., 2011; Gillispie et al.,
2016; Winkel et al., 2011). Although some studies have aimed at providing large-scale risk
models assessing this extent of As pollution (Van Geen et al., 2013b; Winkel et al., 2008),
there lacks an understanding of how sediment heterogeneity can impact As release and
transport across a range of chemical scales. Research in this dissertation aims to study the
interactions and cycling of As, iron (Fe), and manganese (Mn) in Pleistocene aquifers of
Cambodia, particularly seeking to better understand how the potential for allogenic and
geogenic As contamination of low-As and Fe-rich aquifers is controlled by the presence or
absence of Mn oxides. Research results will provide specific information on how to better
predict aquifers at risk for As contamination by investigating biogeochemical processes at the
micro-, macro-, and field-scales.

1.2. Background
1.2.1. Arsenic contamination in drinking wells and impacts to human health
Unlike many pollutants that are strictly anthropogenic in origin, As is a contaminant that is
often naturally occurring within drinking wells in the U.S. and around the world (Brammer
and Ravenscroft, 2009; Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a) above the WHO drinking-water
standard of 10 μg/L (Berg et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2002; Nickson et al., 1998a; Smedley and
Kinniburgh, 2002a; Welch et al., 2000). Although this is a global concern, high As
3

concentrations have the greatest health impact in the rural areas of South (S) and Southeast
(SE) Asia [Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, India, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Taiwan
and Vietnam (Fendorf et al., 2010)], polluting millions of people’s main source of water for
drinking, irrigation and household uses (Fendorf et al., 2010; Smedley and Kinniburgh,
2013b). An example of the severity of As in drinking water can be observed in Bangladesh,
which is known to have the largest mass poisoning of a population due to As in groundwater
(Smith et al., 2000). Studies from the Department of Public Health Engineering revealed that
60 out of 64 surveyed districts and over 1.2 million tubewells were contaminated with As in
Bangladesh (Hossain, 2006).

The negative impact of As on human health has become exacerbated in Southern Asia due to
the installation of wells to use groundwater as a new drinking water source and avoid
pathogens found in surface water (Smith et al., 2000). Across Southern Asia, accumulation of
As exposure has been documented to cause keratosis; fetal loss; increase risk of skin, internal
organ, and lung cancers; neurotoxicity and diabetes in humans (Bolt, 2013; Kapaj et al.,
2006; Naujokas et al., 2013; Phan et al., 2013; WHO, 2011). Whereas many options have
been studied and discussed for mitigation of As (Howard, 2003), drilling into deep
Pleistocene aquifers, which typically have groundwater with low As concentrations, has been
promoted as a strategy for providing a clean, safe source of drinking water.

Pleistocene aquifer sediments in South and Southeast Asia are often associated with their
orange or brown sands and deep depths (Biswas et al., 2012a); however, sediments are
physically and chemically heterogeneous and have been observed to contain a mix of grey
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and orange sands over a range of depths (Ahmed et al., 2004; Van Geen et al., 2013b).
Within Pleistocene aquifers, dissolved As concentrations are typically below the WHO
drinking water guideline of 10 ug/L (Van Geen et al., 2007b) and the groundwater system is
commonly poised at the redox potential (pe) of Mn reduction. Pleistocene aquifer sediments
tend to be abundant in Mn and Fe oxides (Eiche et al., 2008; Polizzotto et al., 2006;
Stollenwerk et al., 2007a) but generally low in sedimentary organic carbon (< 1 %) (Al
Lawati et al., 2012; Polizzotto et al., 2006). Furthermore, Pleistocene sediments have been
observed to have strong As attenuation capacity, where As(III) weakly adsorbs to the
sediment and As(V) adsorption is strong (Radloff et al., 2011a; Stollenwerk et al., 2007a;
Van Geen et al., 2013b) and Mn oxides abiotically oxidize As(III) to As(V) (Stollenwerk et
al., 2007a).

1.2.2. Geochemical controls on arsenic contamination in groundwater
Biogeochemical-hydrological processes and the influence of aquifer sediment minerals, such
as Mn and Fe oxides, largely regulate the occurrence of As well water (Fendorf et al., 2010;
Polizzotto et al., 2008; Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a). In general, reductive mobilization
of Fe(III) (hydr)oxides and/or the release of adsorbed and co-precipitated geogenic As after
an input of organic carbon is believed to be the main process that leads to release of geogenic
As to groundwater (Fendorf et al., 2010; Kocar and Fendorf, 2012; O'Day et al., 2004;
Polizzotto et al., 2008). This occurs when As(V) is reduced or released during/after Fe(III)
reduction - a process that is thermodynamically predicted to occur once oxygen, NO3-, and
MnO2(s) are consumed from the aquifer (Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2013b) and generally
occurs biotically (Ahmann et al., 1994; Oremland and Stolz, 2005; Smedley and Kinniburgh,
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2013b) (Figure 1). Allogenic As contamination typically consists of transport of As(III)
through an aquifer from an external source (Van Geen et al., 2013b). Arsenic retention
during transport is enhanced by oxidation of As(III) to As(V), which generally decreases As
mobility and increases sorption of As onto aquifer minerals (Fig. 1). Understanding the
geochemical controls on both allogenic and geogenic arsenic in groundwater can lead to the
development of better-suited models that can help predict drinking water wells at risk for
contamination in varying environmental settings.

Due to their high surface areas and binding affinities, Mn and Fe (hydr)oxides can adsorb
trace elements in large quantities, making them natural sinks for contaminants like As (Borch
et al., 2009), though Fe oxides tend to have a higher sorption capacity for As(V) (Ying et al.,
2012). Additionally, the reactivity of Mn and Fe oxides play a crucial role in their capacities
to oxidize and sorb As, although the rates and extents of these reactions are dependent on the
specific nature of the oxides. For example, the Mn oxides birnessite, cryptomelane, and
pyrolusite oxidatively deplete As(III) from groundwater at different rates, with birnessite
oxidizing As(III) at a faster rate than do cryptomelane or pyrolusite (Oscarson et al., 1983).
Similarly, different Fe oxides, such as ferrihydrite and goethite, will have different
adsorption capacities for As(V) (Manning et al., 1998a; Raven et al., 1998). The presence of
these oxides in aquifers that are at risk for allogenic and geogenic As contamination could
influence the fate of high As concentrations to Pleistocene-derived well water, yet no prior
studies have sought to assess the variability in oxide minerals within these aquifers – a
critical gap in knowledge for predicting As groundwater pollution potential.
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1.2.3. Role of manganese on arsenic cycling in iron-rich environments
The role of Mn oxides in As attenuation in aquifers has been recognized as a potential mode
for As remediation (Reisinger et al., 2005; Stollenwerk et al., 2007a). Manganese oxides in
sediments can abiotically oxidize As(III) in the absence of oxygen (Lafferty et al., 2010a,
2011; Lafferty et al., 2010b; Manning et al., 2002a; Oscarson et al., 1983; Ying et al., 2011)
and adsorb As in solution (Deschamps et al., 2003; Manning et al., 2002a), inhibiting As
mobility in aquifers (Ehlert et al., 2014; Lafferty et al., 2011; Lafferty et al., 2010b; Oscarson
et al., 1983; Ying et al., 2011). Ultimately, Mn oxides serve as a redox buffer that can limit
the reductive dissolution of Fe oxides and concomitant geogenic As release. Due to their
higher reduction potential, if Mn oxides are abundant in aquifer sediments, then Fe(III) and
As(V) stay in their oxidized and more immobile states (Borch et al., 2009; Manning et al.,
2002a; O'Day et al., 2004), inhibiting reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) and thus the
release/reduction of As(V). Furthermore, Mn(III/IV) oxides are strong oxidants and can
oxidize allogenic As(III) introduced into an aquifer to As(V), which then may be
repartitioned onto Fe oxides (Ying et al., 2012a).

Although Fe oxides have been extensively studied and widely accepted as controlling the
release of geogenic As to groundwater, particularly in South and Southeast Asia, Mn oxides
also likely play an important, yet underappreciated and poorly quantified, role in this process.
Manganese oxides can oxidize Fe(II), leading to an iron coating that could sorb As(III) and
As(V) from solution (Han et al., 2011). The amount of iron coating on the Mn oxide will
determine the oxidation rate of As(III) (Han et al., 2011); with simultaneous oxidation of
As(III) and Fe(II), the rate of As(III) removal can actually decrease if there is a greater
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Fe(II):As(III) ratio in the system (Han et al., 2011). In addition, studies have shown that the
reduction of Mn(IV) oxide birnessite can cause the released Mn(II) to diffuse and adsorb
onto co-occurring iron oxides(Ying et al., 2012a). Once As(III) becomes desorbed from the
Fe oxide (goethite) due to diffusion gradients between birnessite and goethite, it is rapidly
oxidized to As(V) by birnessite and then diffuses back toward goethite for adsorption (Ying
et al., 2012a). Therefore, because Mn, Fe, and As coexist in many natural environments, Fe
oxides act as sinks for As once Mn oxides oxidize As(III) to As(V) (Ying et al., 2012a).

1.2.4. General unknowns about future As contamination in Pleistocene aquifers
Few studies have specifically aimed at characterizing SE Asia Pleistocene aquifers, but those
that do generally don’t incorporate heterogeneity in sediment into models for As pollution
potential (Al Lawati et al., 2012; Berg et al., 2008; McArthur et al., 2016; Van Geen et al.,
2013b). There are many mechanisms that impact the toxicity and mobility of As, and
understanding the extent to which sediment heterogeneity impacts As behavior is crucial for
developing more accurate models that enable prediction of As pollution potential at the scale
of drinking wells. Additionally, previous research has focused on As interactions with Mn
and Fe in controlled settings and there lacks an understanding for how natural variability in
the abundance and reactivity of Mn and Fe minerals could impact As across an aquifer,
within a field-site, and in microenvironments.

1.3. Scope of Research
The research presented in this dissertation seeks to elucidate the role of Mn-oxide mineralogy
and redox chemistry on regulating allogenic and geogenic arsenic contamination of well
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water. This research will test the model that the abundance and reactivity of manganeseoxide minerals can be used as a tool for predicting the arsenic pollution potential of aquifers.
Specifically, the central hypothesis of this work is that a greater abundance of reactive Mn
oxides present in Pleistocene aquifer sediments will allow for greater oxidation and/or
sorption of allogenic As(III) in a groundwater system and the inhibition of geogenic As
release, thus reducing the chances of As contamination to a low-As aquifer. To test this
hypothesis, natural sediments from a Cambodian Pleistocene aquifer field site were utilized
in a suite of laboratory and spectroscopic experiments.

Overall, the main goal of this research is to create geochemical tools for evaluating the
pollution potential of groundwater aquifers in order to better protect drinking water supplies.
In particular, the specific objectives of this research are to:
(i) Characterize the solid-phase concentrations, spatial associations, and chemical
speciation of As, Mn, and Fe within Pleistocene aquifer sediments;
(ii) Quantify the rates of Mn reduction, Fe reduction, and mobilization of geogenic As
following introduction of labile dissolved organic carbon to Pleistocene sediments
with varying Mn:Fe ratios; and
(iii) Determine the extent of allogenic As retention and transport following input of
dissolved As(III) to Pleistocene sediments with varying quantities of Mn and Fe
oxides.

To accomplish these objectives, a field area was identified within the Kien Svay District
(Kandal Province) in the southeast region of Phnom Penh, Cambodia. This field area
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encompasses a transect of Pleistocene aquifer sediments located in the delta floodplain
between the Mekong and Basaac Rivers. High As concentrations have been recorded in the
Holocene aquifer bordering the area (Polizzotto et al., 2008), but As is non-detectable in the
groundwater of the segment of Pleistocene sediments (UNICEF, 2009a).

The chapters in this dissertation describe a new approach to developing geochemical tools for
evaluating the pollution potential of low-As groundwater aquifers. The aim of research in
Chapter 2 was to utilize a range of natural sediment to test if the quantity and reactivity of
Mn oxides control the accumulation, distribution, and oxidation state of As in sediments.
Research in Chapter 3 focused on batch reduction incubations and spectroscopic analyses to
quantify the role of Mn oxides in controlling the release of geogenic As from aquifer solids.
Research in Chapter 4 encompassed laboratory batch and flow-column experiments to assess
how the reactivity and mineralogy of Mn oxides influence allogenic As(III) retention and
transport through aquifers. A brief summary of each research chapter is given below.

Chapter 2: Groundwater and solid-phase chemistry in a Pleistocene aquifer
Previous research in Pleistocene aquifers has not combined analyses of sedimentary chemical
variability at the field, well site, and microenvironment scales. Consequently, the lack of
considerations for heterogeneity on multiple scales when developing regional predictive
models could impact the decisions being made for accessing clean drinking water.

The research presented in Chapter 2 characterized groundwater conditions and identified
depth, spatial, and micro-scale distributions of As, Mn, and Fe concentration and speciation
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in sediments across a Pleistocene aquifer. Acid digestions, sequential extraction experiments,
and x-ray adsorption spectroscopy were used to investigate the influence of chemical
reactivity and aqueous chemistry on the potential for allogenic and geogenic As pollution.
Concentrations of As that exceeded the drinking water standard of 10 μg/L occurred only in
well sites closest to a characterized Holocene aquifer enriched with As, highlighting the
opportunity for allogenic As contamination. Major-ion groundwater chemistry was somewhat
variable among well sites but redox potentials were roughly at potentials around that of
MnO2(s) reduction. Across the Pleistocene aquifer, similar trends of decreasing solid-phase
As, Mn, and Fe concentrations with depth were observed. Arsenic was dominantly As(V)
bound to amorphous or crystalline Fe oxides throughout the sediments, but
microenvironments of up to 100% As(III) and As bound in residual phases were also
identified. The coupling of suboxic groundwater with abundant As(V) suggest that
Pleistocene aquifers could be threatened by geogenic As release; however, the release is
strongly dependent on the geochemical conditions at a range of scales for any given site.
Results from this study opened further research based on new questions, such as 1) what is
the role of natural variability in sedimentary Fe and Mn on the geochemical processes
controlling allogenic and geogenic As, 2) how does Mn abundance in sediment regulate the
oxidation and release of As and thus future pollution to drinking wells, and 3) can
sedimentary Mn be used as a easily measurable predictor for future As contamination to lowAs aquifers? These questions were further explored and framed the research described in
subsequent chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 3: Chemical controls on abiotic and biotic release of geogenic arsenic from
Pleistocene aquifer sediments to groundwater
Reductive mobilization of Fe(III) oxides, competitive sorption, and influx of reactive organic
carbon all contribute to the potential for geogenic As contamination of groundwater.
Nonetheless, the role of naturally varying Fe and Mn concentrations on abiotic and biotic
processes controlling geogenic As mobility, how the lability of dissolved organic carbon
impacts the magnitude and mode of As release, and the extent to which Mn acts as a redox
buffer in the Pleistocene subsurface are not well understood. The research presented in
Chapter 3 quantified and compared the rates and drivers of As, Mn, and Fe mobilization from
Pleistocene sediment to solution and determined how the form and lability of dissolved
organic carbon influenced geogenic As release to solution. Reductive incubation studies,
coupled with previous research characterizing Pleistocene sediment from Chapter 2,
suggested that the extent of geogenic As release into solution was dictated by the type of
dissolved organic carbon introduced, the chemical composition of Pleistocene sediment, and
initial sediment chemistry. Sediments from a suite of reduction incubations contained varying
initial concentrations of solid-phase As, Mn, and Fe but demonstrated As release over time
whether or not organic carbon was introduced. In addition, results revealed a positive
correlation between the percent of citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite-extractable Mn released
from sediments to solution and the cumulative amount of As released. This suggests that Mn
release is a key factor regulating the potential for geogenic As release to solution.
Furthermore, when a carbon source is available and biological processes are allowed to
occur, As release is enhanced, indicating that reductive release is a dominant driver on As
mobilization. In the absence of biological processes, however, substantial abiotic release still
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occurred. Although results in this Chapter reveal how the specific chemical nature of
sediments and carbon sources define the mechanisms and extent of geogenic As release to
groundwater, further investigation is needed on the role of native microbial communities,
other sources of carbon, and a broader range of sedimentary Mn and Fe concentrations on As
release.
Chapter 4: Manganese and iron mineralogy and reactivity on As retention and transport
Arsenic retention during transport is enhanced by oxidation of As(III) to As(V), which
generally decreases As mobility by increasing sorption of As onto aquifer minerals. The
research presented in Chapter 4 quantified and compared the rates and drivers of As(III)
sorption/oxidation onto Pleistocene sediment and determined how the abundance and lability
of Mn oxides influenced allogenic As attenuation to sediment. Flow columns and batch
adsorption isotherm experiments suggested that As sorption and retardation of As transport
were enhanced by the of abundance crystalline (CBD-extractable) Mn and Fe oxides. Among
a range of solid-phase indicators, Mn oxides had the strongest positive correlation with As
sorption and binding capacity in flow-column experiments, suggesting that in flowing
conditions, Mn oxides have a direct influence on attenuating allogenic As. Manganese and Fe
are often coupled in biogeochemical processes that control As, and therefore further studies
on molecular- and micro-scales are needed to differentiate the impact of these two elements
on As behavior.

Summary
The overall research presented in this dissertation indicates that in low-As Pleistocene
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aquifers, the abundance of certain fractions of Mn in sediment minerals could be a potential
predictor for geogenic As release and allogenic As transport. No matter which sediment
sample analyzed, as citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite extractable Mn (indicative of crystalline
Mn oxides) increased, As sorption increased on sediment, but when roughly 25% of CBDextractable Mn was reductively released into solution, As release was initiated. These results
show that Pleistocene aquifers are heterogeneous across a range of scales (micro to field) and
are composed of chemically variable microenvironments that can control the fate of As.
Since groundwater extraction of Pleistocene aquifers is increasing, changes in hydrological
flow patterns and dissolved organic carbon content are inevitable, as seen from previous
research. Therefore, predictive models for allogenic and geogenic As contamination must
better account for sediment chemical variability, particularly by evaluating the use of
sediment Mn-oxide content as a predictor of As pollution potential at the well-site scale.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized mechanistic controls of arsenic geogenic and allogenic
contamination in S and SE Asian aquifers. Geogenic As contamination (derived from the
aquifer sediment) is predominantly controlled by microbial reductive dissolution of Asbearing Fe(III) oxides. Allogenic contamination (As introduced from external to the aquifer)
is predominately controlled by the sorption of As by sediment oxide minerals. Manganese
oxides in sediments can influence the extent of these processes by oxidizing As(III) to As(V)
and serving as a redox buffer that limits Fe and As reductive release.
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CHAPTER 2

Chemical distributions and variability of arsenic, manganese, and iron within
Pleistocene aquifers
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1. Introduction
Low-arsenic (As) Pleistocene aquifers are currently being targeted as alternative “safe”
sources of drinking and irrigation water across South and Southeast Asia (Ahmed et al.,
2006a), but research suggests that geochemical processes coupled with human-induced
alteration of groundwater flow could create risk for future As pollution (Burgess et al.,
2010a; Khan et al.; Knappett et al.; Michael and Voss, 2008b; Radloff et al.). Two modes of
As contamination, geogenic (As derived from aquifer sediment) and allogenic (external
source of As introduced into an aquifer), are currently threatening Pleistocene-aquifergroundwater quality and the health of millions relying on Pleistocene aquifers for well water.
These two specific types of As contamination have been observed in several areas around the
region (McArthur et al., 2008; Van Geen et al., 2013b; Van Geen et al., 2007b; Winkel et al.,
2011; Yang et al., 2014).

The retention and mobility of As in groundwater are highly dependent on As speciation and
redox transformations (Masscheleyn et al., 1991; Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a).
Biogeochemical-hydrological processes and the influence of aquifer minerals, such as metal
oxides, largely regulate the occurrence of As concentrations in drinking wells through As
sorption and release (Fendorf et al., 2010; Polizzotto et al., 2008; Smedley and Kinniburgh,
2002a), and such factors can vary from pore to regional scales. However, geochemical
variability and heterogeneity are largely uncharacterized in Pleistocene aquifers, and prior
predictions about aquifer vulnerability have typically applied generic chemical parameters
over large areas, limiting their predictive capacities.
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Prior research about modes of As pollution in Pleistocene aquifers has focused heavily on the
relationship of As with Fe, but some studies suggest that Mn oxides could also influence As
attenuation in aquifers (Reisinger et al., 2005; Stollenwerk et al., 2007b). In general,
reductive mobilization of Fe(III) oxides and associated As after an input of organic carbon is
the main process that leads to release of geogenic As to groundwater (Fendorf et al., 2010;
Kocar and Fendorf, 2012; O'Day et al., 2004; Polizzotto et al., 2008); allogenic
contamination typically consists of transport of As(III) through an aquifer from an external
source, with any retention generally considered to be dominated by sorption to Fe oxide
minerals (Van Geen et al., 2013b). Manganese oxides can impact each of these modes of As
pollution by serving as a redox buffer that limits release of geogenic As to groundwater and
transport of allogenic As through aquifers. Manganese oxides in sediments can abiotically
oxidize As(III) in the absence of oxygen (Lafferty et al., 2010a, 2011; Lafferty et al., 2010b;
Manning et al., 2002a; Oscarson et al., 1983; Ying et al., 2011) and adsorb As from solution
(Deschamps et al., 2003; Manning et al., 2002a), inhibiting As mobility in aquifers (Ehlert et
al., 2014; Lafferty et al., 2011; Lafferty et al., 2010b; Oscarson et al., 1983; Ying et al.,
2011). Ultimately, within suboxic aquifers, the interactions of Fe, Mn and As control the fate
of allogenic and geogenic As contamination, and understanding their distributions and
variability will allow for better predictive models on future risk of As contamination to
drinking wells.

Here, we link field, laboratory, and spectroscopic analyses to characterize the chemical
variability in sediments from a Pleistocene aquifer in order to assess controls on the potential
for future geogenic and allogenic As pollution. In particular, the primary objectives of this
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research were to 1) quantify chemical and mineralogical variability in a Pleistocene aquifer at
the micro-, macro-, and field-scales; 2) determine the spatial co-localization of solid-phase
As with Fe and Mn; and 3) integrate aqueous and solid-phase chemical data to evaluate the
potential for As release and transport. In order to accomplish this, we selected nine sampling
sites from a typical Pleistocene aquifer of Cambodia that captured a natural range of
sedimentary As, Mn, and Fe, and tested for total concentrations, speciation and lability.
Resulting solid-phase data were coupled with groundwater analyses to best understand the
redox environment of our field site. Results provide a comprehensive analysis of the
geochemical variability present in Pleistocene sediment, which can provide more realistic
inputs to models predicting As mobility within currently low-As aquifers.

2. Methods
2.1. Field site
Our field site is located within the Kien Svay District of the Kandal Province, southeast of
Phnom Penh in Cambodia (Figure 1). It encompasses a transect of Pleistocene aquifer
sediments located in the deltaic floodplain between the Mekong and Basaac Rivers, with a
connected segment running along and parallel to the Mekong River. High well-water As
concentrations have been recorded from the Holocene aquifer bordering our Pleistocene field
site (Polizzotto et al., 2008), but dissolved As concentrations are below the World Health
Organization drinking-water guideline (10 µg/L) in domestic wells located within our
segment of the Pleistocene aquifer (UNICEF, 2009b). Well water at the site has
circumneutral pH (range 5.47 – 7.05), is generally devoid of dissolved oxygen (0.36 mg/L –
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6 mg/L), and has an average oxidation-reduction potential (Eh) around the potential of Mn
reduction (ca. < 0.5 V).

For initial water quality screening, 47 domestic wells were sampled across the field site
transect (Figure 1) in February, 2011, using standard methods (Polizzotto et al., 2008).
Subsequently, monitoring well nests were placed across our study area (Figure 1) in 2011
and 2012, with depths selected based on sediment features and drilling capabilities. Wells
were installed using a local rotary drilling technique, and wells were composed of PVC
piping with 4 m well screens at the base of the selected depth (Polizzotto et al., 2008).
Monitoring well sampling was conducted in the dry and wet seasons (May and October) of
2012 for all locations.

2.2. Groundwater sampling
Water chemistry was measured in February 2011 for 47 domestic well sites and in May and
October 2012 for 5 well clusters containing wells at a shallow, intermediate, and deep depths
- ME10 (at depths of 12 m, 24 m, and 57 m), MT10 (11 m, 24 m, and 27 m), MT20 (9 m, 23
m, and 27 m), MT30 (11 m, 24 m, and 27 m), and MW10 (at depths of 12 m, 24 m, and 51
m) (Figure 1) – based on aquifer conditions. Water levels were measured in each well at the
site before sampling. Prior to sampling, three well volumes of water were purged from all
wells using a peristaltic pump (Pine Environmental Services, Inc.).

Temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen (DO), oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), and specific
conductance were measured using an YSI Plus multi-probe in an inline flow cell during
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sampling, according to standard procedures. Alkalinity was measured using a field alkalinity
titration kit (Hach Company), and samples were filtered using a 0.45-micron filter (Dispos-afilters, Geotech Environmental, Inc.) into 30 mL HDPE bottles for chemical analyses of
dissolved Mn, As, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P, S, Si, Cl-, F-, NO3-, PO43-, NH4+, and SO42-. Samples
collected for dissolved organic carbon were filtered into 30 mL glass bottles using the same
filter. Samples analyzed for cation concentrations were acidified to pH ~3 using trace-metalgrade concentrated nitric acid, and DOC and nutrient samples were acidified with tracemetal-grade concentrated hydrochloric acid. Samples for anion analysis were not acidified.
All samples were immediately stored on ice and then stored at 4°C in the dark until analysis.

Samples were analyzed at North Carolina State University’s Environmental and Agricultural
Testing Laboratory (EATS) for anions (Cl-, F-, NO3-, PO43-, and SO42-) using an ion
chromatograph (DIONEX model 500), with a detection limit of 0.05 mg/L for all anions.
Samples were analyzed for nutrients (NO3-, NH4+, and PO43-) using a flow injection analyzer
(LACHAT, Hach model 8000), with detection limits of 0.10 mg/L for N-NO3- and N-NH4+,
and 0.01 mg/L for P-PO43-. Samples were analyzed for metals by inductively coupled
plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Perkin Elmer model 2000 DV), in which
the detection limit was 0.05 mg/L for Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P, S, and Si and 0.01 mg/L for Mn.
Arsenic was analyzed by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Varian
Model 820) with a method detection limit of 1.0 μg/L.
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2.3. Sediment sample collection
Sediment samples were collected from newly drilled wells in January 2015 (MT30, 6 and 21
m depth; MT20, 18 m depth) and January 2016 (ME10, 18 and 27 m depth for profile 1;
ME10, 9 and 42 m depth for profile 2; MW10, 18 and 39 m depth) using a method previously
developed in Cambodia (Polizzotto et al., 2008). Well site locations were based on
preliminary sediment characterization of cuttings from well sites and named based on
previous identification of these wells: MT30, MT20, ME10, and MW10. At each chosen site,
we utilized a locally developed rotary drill that was manually driven into the ground. Once
the well was drilled to the desired depth, drilling fluid was purged (ca. three well volumes)
from the drill hole using a peristaltic pump. A modified ¾” coring device with plastic core
liners (AMS Soil Samplers) and custom core-catchers (Dietrich Drill Company) was inserted
through the open center of the drilling pipes and pushed into sediments at the base of the drill
hole, allowing for sediment core recovery. Upon core recovery, cores were immediately
capped and heat-sealed in O2-impermeable Escal bags with an inserted O2-scavenging pouch
(AnaeroPouch-Anaero, Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company, Inc.) and anaerobic indicator
strips (Becton, Dickinson and Company). The preserved cores were transported and stored at
4°C.

Select samples from MW10 (18 m depth), MW10 (39 m), and ME10 (42 m) were not
collected as cores due to the coarseness of the material and the resulting inability to recover
cored sediment. Therefore, drill cuttings were obtained in 1L HDPE bottles and stored in O2impermeable Escal bags with two O2-scavenging pouches (one within the capped HDPE
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bottle and one outside within the Escal bag itself). The preserved drill cuttings were
transported and stored at 4°C.

In addition to preserved cores, drill cuttings were obtained every 1.5 m from the surface to
the desired depths of core sampling. Cuttings were collected in 30 mL HDPE bottles and
transported and stored at 4°C until used for total elemental analysis.

2.4. Solid-phase analysis
2.4.1. Strong acid digestions. Preserved core samples and drill cuttings were analyzed to
develop As, Mn, and Fe solid-phase-concentration depth profiles at each site. Arsenic, Mn,
and Fe were analyzed after an acid digestion protocol slightly modified from the EPA
Method 3050B (EPA, 1996). Prior to digestion, wet sub-samples were weighed, oven dried at
105°C for 16-24 hours, and re-weighed to obtain sediment moisture contents. For digestion,
roughly 2 g of wet sediment were placed into 50 mL Digitube digestion tubes. A 5 mL
aliquot of 7 M nitric acid (HNO3) was added to each tube, and tubes were vortexed, heated to
95°C for 15 min, removed, and cooled to room temperature. Next, 2.5 ml of 14 M HNO3 was
added to each tube, and tubes were mixed and heated to 95°C for 30 min. The process of
adding 2.5 mL 14M HNO3 was repeated. After heating, tube caps were removed, and tubes
were heated for 2 hours at 95°C. Tubes were removed from the digestion block, and 1 mL of
DI water and 1.5 mL of 30% hydrogen peroxide was added to each tube in 0.5 mL
increments. The addition of hydrogen peroxide was repeated for a total of 3 mL in each tube,
and tubes were mixed and heated uncapped for 2 hours at 95°C. Tubes were removed from
the digestion block, capped, and equilibrated at room temperature for 16 to 24 hours. Next,
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2.5 ml of 12.1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) was added to each tube, and tubes were heated at
95°C for 15-30 min and cooled. Lastly, samples were filtered through Whatman #41 filter
paper into 50 mL Digitubes using DI water to a completed volume of 25 mL.

Samples were digested in duplicate and analyzed for As, Mn, and Fe using inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Agilent 7500cx). Detection limits were 0.05
μg/L, 0.01 μg/L, and 0.08 μg/L for As, Mn, and Fe, respectively.

2.4.2. Arsenic and manganese sequential extractions. Chemical fractionation of solid-phase
As and Mn was performed using a sequential extraction procedure adapted by Keon et al.
(2001) for aquifer sediments in Asia and modified by incorporating a step for determining
fractions of As and Mn associated with crystalline Fe oxides (Mehra and Jackson, 1960). The
extracting solutions and steps designed to target As and Mn from (1) ionically bound, (2)
strongly adsorbed, (3) Mn oxides (4) amorphous iron oxide and (5) crystalline iron oxide
fractions were, respectively:
1. 1 M MgCl2, pH 8, 2 h, 25 °C two repetitions + one water wash
2. 1 M NaH2PO4, pH 5, 16, and 24 h, 25 °C one repetition of each time duration +
one water wash
3. 1 N HCl, 1 h, 25 °C one repetition + one water wash
4. 0.2 M ammonium oxalate/oxalic acid, pH 3, 2 h, 25 °C in dark
one repetition + one water wash
5. Citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite (from Mehra and Jackson, 1960)
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Concentrations of As and Mn remaining in residual phases were determined by subtracting
the sum of As and Mn concentrations after each extraction from the total (“environmentally
available”) concentrations obtained using the strong-acid-digestion protocol, U.S. EPA
3050B, described above.

2.4.3. Arsenic micro-X-ray absorption near-edge structure (µ-XANES) spectroscopy.
Preserved sediment samples from each site were analyzed by micro-X-ray fluorescence (µXRF) and As micro-X-ray absorption near-edge structure (µ-XANES) spectroscopy on
Beamline 2-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), running under
dedicated conditions (3 GeV, 500 mA). The beamline collects data in fluorescence mode,
using harmonic rejection mirrors and a channel-cut Si(III) monochromator (beam size = 2
μm vertical × 2 μm horizontal). Powdered sodium arsenate and sodium arsenite (City
Chemical LLG) were smeared onto double-sided tape and used for calibration, setting the
white line maximum to 11875 eV for sodium arsenate.

Under anaerobic conditions, samples were prepared into thin sections by Spectrum
Petrographics and mounted onto quartz glass slides using Epotex-301 resin. µ-XRF mapping
was conducted by rastering sample slides in 15 μm steps with 50 ms dwell times about the
2x2 µm beam, with an incident energy set at 12000 eV, and fluorescent data were collected
by a 100-element Ge detector. Mapping areas for each sample were ca. 2 mm × 2.5 mm. Data
visualization of resulting elemental maps was conducted using Sam’s Microprobe Analysis
Kit (SMAK) (Webb, 2011). For each sample, 6-8 micro-spots were identified for As µXANES analysis, and 2-3 scans were collected per spot. The data collection and analysis
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approaches used are discussed by Kelly et al. (Kelly et al., 2008). µ-XANES data were
generally collected over an energy range of -150 to 395 eV relative to the As edge. Spectra
were averaged, baseline corrected, and normalized to an edge step of 1 using the Sam’s
Interface for XAS Package (SIXPACK) (Webb, 2005).

Normalized As XANES fitting was conducted in SIXPACK for all sediment samples using
As(III) and As(V) standards. A list of all standards and fit information are available in the
supporting information.

2.4.4. Manganese X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy. Bulk Mn Kedge XAS spectra were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL)
on beamline 11–2 running under dedicated conditions (3 GeV, 500 mA). Samples were
prepared in an anaerobic glovebox, packed in Lexan holders covered with Kapton film and
sealed with Kapton tape. Spectra were energy calibrated by adjusting the E0 to a metal foil
(Mn K-edge of 6539 eV used for Mn calibration). Manganese K-edge spectra were collected
at room temperature in fluorescence mode with a 100-element Ge detector. The incident
beam was detuned by 35% and energy selected by using a variable-exit Si(220) doublecrystal monochromator to reduce harmonics. For fluorescence measurements, spectra were
collected using Soller slits and a Ge filter to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Multiple
spectra were collected for each sample, with no evidence of beam damage in successive
scans, and averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Spectra were energy-shifted as necessary (between 0.275 eV and 0.424 eV), based on
changes in Mn foil spectra, and averaged. Normalized Mn XANES linear combination fitting
was conducted in SIXPACK (Webb, 2005) for all sediment samples using Mn(II, III, and IV)
standards following the Manceau approach (Manceau et al., 2012). Samples were fitted
between 6500 eV and 6600 eV to a series of Mn minerals in order to probe the phase and
structure of the natural minerals. Best fits were obtained as those with the lowest residual (Rfactor), and results were normalized to 100%. A list of all standards used in the fitting
routines is available in the supporting information. In general, Mn concentrations were too
low to perform EXAFS analyses. Additionally, Mn concentrations for samples MW10 39m
and ME10 42m were inadequate for collection of usable XANES spectra.

2.4.5. Iron extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy.
Iron K-edge XAS spectra were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource
(SSRL) on beamlines 4–1 and 11–2, running under dedicated conditions (3 GeV, 500 mA),
each with an incident beam detuned by 35% and energy selection by a variable-exit Si(220)
double-crystal monochromator. Spectra were energy calibrated by adjusting the E0 to a metal
foil (Fe K-edge of 7112 eV used for Fe calibration). For Fe K-edge spectra, spectra were
collected in florescence mode using a Lytle detector, equipped with Soller slits and a Mn
filter. Spectra were energy calibrated, averaged, background-subtracted, splined, and fit in kspace using the SIXPACK interface (Webb, 2005) which makes use of the IFEFFIT code
(Newville, 2001). Normalized Fe XANES and Fe EXAFS linear combination fitting was
conducted in SIXPACK for all sediment samples using a range of Fe-bearing standards in
order to probe Fe mineral phase and structure (Kelly et al., 2008). Spectra are interpreted as
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being representative of the depth and location in which the sediment was collected.
Components found to contribute less than 10% to the spectral reconstruction were removed,
and fits were recalculated using remaining standards.

3. Results
3.1. Groundwater chemistry
3.1.1. Aqueous arsenic, manganese, and iron distributions
Pleistocene aquifers have previously been characterized as having low-As groundwater. In
our field area, the highest groundwater As concentrations among monitoring and domestic
wells were found along the west end of the Mekong River at well site MW10 (Fig. 1) within
the deepest monitoring wells (51m). This site closely borders an As-rich Holocene aquifer
and, based on groundwater As concentrations, is suspected to not be part of the Pleistocene.
Excluding site MW10, the average groundwater As concentrations for domestic and
monitoring wells within the Pleistocene aquifer were 0.8 µg/L ± 1.7 µg/L (n = 47) and 3.1
µg/L ± 3.5 µg/L (n = 27) respectively (Table 1), below the global health standard of 10 µg/L.

Well-water manganese and iron concentrations were similar across the Pleistocene aquifer
(ranges of 0.3 –1.9 mg/L and 0.4 - 2.9 mg/L, respectively), with the greatest average
concentrations observed within monitoring wells at site MT10 for Mn and Fe (1.9 mg/L ± 0.8
mg/L and 2.7 mg/L ± 3.3 mg/L, respectively) and MW10 for Fe (2.9 mg/L ± 2.4 mg/L)
(Table 1). Dissolved Fe and As concentrations demonstrated greater variability throughout
the groundwater locations, with standard deviations that were often equivalent to or greater
than the mean concentrations. Manganese concentrations were somewhat less variable;
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however, sites MT30 and MT20 had standard deviations equivalent to the mean Mn
concentrations.

3.1.2. Pleistocene groundwater chemistry and redox conditions
Broader groundwater chemical parameters, including redox conditions and carbon content,
can be used as indicators for how favorable an aquifer is to contaminant mobility, and
therefore these were measured during field area characterization. Average groundwater pH
and temperature were 6.44 (± 0.35) and 29.7˚C (± 0.56 ˚C), respectively, and oxidationreduction potential (Eh) was 0.155 V (± 0.097 V) (Table 1), in suboxic conditions below the
MnO2(s) reduction potential and above the H2AsO4- and Fe(OH)3(am)(s) reduction potentials
(Borch et al., 2009). Mean specific conductance, total dissolved solids (TDS) and dissolved
oxygen (DO) were 430 µS/cm (± 455 µS/cm), 226 mg/L (± 279 mg/L), and 1.41 mg/L (±
1.27 mg/L), respectively (Table 1). Total dissolved organic carbon (TOC) ranged from below
detection limit to 15 mg C/L, with a mean concentration of 4.3 mg C/L. Nitrate
concentrations were highest within the transect consisting of sites MT20 and MT30, adjacent
to agricultural areas. Furthermore, ME10 had high sulfate concentrations (283 mg/L ± 229
mg/L) compared to the other monitoring well sites and domestic sites, which had
concentrations that ranged from averages of 17 to 56 mg/L (Table 1).

Piper diagrams were used to assess the overall geochemistry of Pleistocene groundwater
(Figure 2). The samples clustered within the center of the cation triangle, suggesting there
was no dominant cation within the groundwater. The anions within the groundwater ranged
from bicarbonate to chloride dominant, though the majority of the groundwater was
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bicarbonate dominant. An outlier for one groundwater site, ME10, indicated sulfatedominant groundwater.

3.2. Sediment characterization
3.2.1. Depth profiles of solid-phase As, Mn, and Fe concentrations from well cuttings
Figure 3 shows that solid-phase As concentrations peaked in the near surface (< 13.5 m) for
each well location, ranging from 15.8 mg/kg to 24.9 mg/kg. However, elevated
concentrations of As were observed in the subsurface of well site ME10 between 27 m and
33 m (range of As: 15 mg/kg to 19 mg/kg), where As peaked again at 33 m (19 mg/kg ± 4
mg/kg) then decreased in concentration by ca. 95% at the max depth of 42 m (Fig. 3; Figure
S1). Additionally, well site ME10 also exhibited relatively greater concentrations of As (ca.
12 mg/kg between 22.5 m and a max depth of 27 m) in the subsurface compared to the rest of
the depth profile. Arsenic depth profiles within well sites MT30, MT20 and MW10
continuously decreased in concentration (Fig. 3; Figure S1), although MW10 exhibited
greater variability of As concentrations in both the near surface (between 1.5 m and 12 m)
and subsurface (between 24 m and 33 m).

Manganese and Fe depth profiles for each well site followed similar trends to those of As,
with concentrations at MT30, MT20, ME10, and MW10 generally decreasing with depth
(Fig. 3). In well sites MT30 and MT20, maximum Mn and Fe concentrations occurred in the
near surface (<13.5 m), where Mn concentrations distinctly peaked in well site MT30 at 470
mg/kg (± 48 mg/kg at 6 m) and 656 mg/kg (± 77 mg/kg at 13.5 m) and then at 2087 mg/kg (±
525 mg/kg at 6 m) in site MT20 (Fig. 3). Iron concentrations for well sites MT30 and MT20
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peaked at 84465 mg/kg (± 8583 mg/kg at 3 m) and 35219 mg/kg (± 1287 mg/kg at 9 m),
respectively. Below the zones of peak concentrations, Mn and Fe concentrations decreased
by at least 80% with depth. Profiles 1 and 2 for well site ME10 demonstrated similar trends
to each other in Mn and Fe depth profiles (Fig. 3). Two trends were observed in site MW10,
the first a decreasing trend in Mn and Fe concentrations from 1.5 m to 24 m, then a
significant increase in concentration from 24 m to 27 m that was subsequently followed by
another decrease in concentration.

According to strong acid digestions of well cuttings, sedimentary As concentrations
correlated with both Fe and Mn concentrations throughout the Pleistocene aquifer (Figure 4),
although variation in the As-Mn relationship was present at the well-site level (Figure S2).
The strongest positive correlations occurred between As and Fe for all well sites, with MT20
and MT30 demonstrating the highest correlations between the two elements. Profile 2 at site
ME10 also showed a high correlation between Fe and As (R2 = 0.78). While the As in the
locations along the transect correlated strongly with Fe, it did not correlate as strong with Mn
(R2 ranged between 0.02 and 0.2).

3.2.2. Physicochemical characterization of intact and preserved sediment samples
In order to more specifically assess the ranges of physical and chemical properties of
sediments across the Pleistocene aquifer, nine targeted samples were collected and
chemically preserved for analysis (Table 2). Samples were obtained from the 4 well sites
(Fig. 1) at depths ranging from 6 m to 42 m.
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Three samples, MT30 6 m, MT30 21 m, and MT20 18 m were located along a north-to-south
transect running between the Mekong and Basaac Rivers (Fig. 1). Sediments in this area were
generally coarse with an orange matrix and mottled with black and grey. At depths 18 m and
21 m, sediment texture was considered sand (91% sand), and sandy clay loam was found at
depth 6 m (63% sand, 20% clay, 17% silt) (Table S1). Sedimentary As concentrations were
greatest in sample MT30 6 m (810 mg/kg ± 0.64 mg/kg), and the lowest amount of As
among these three samples occurred in MT20 18 m (3.5 mg/kg ± 0.34 mg/kg) (Table 2).
Average Mn and Fe concentrations for MT30 6 m, MT30 21 m, and MT20 18 m were 587
mg/kg (± 74 mg/kg), 300 mg/kg (± 117 mg/kg) and 164 mg/kg (± 16 mg/kg), respectively,
and 23324 mg/kg (± 1929 mg/kg), 13532 mg/kg (± 1790 mg/kg), and 8638 mg/kg (± 757
mg/kg), respectively (Table 2).

Well site ME10 had two depth profiles associated with it, the first profile consisting of core
samples from depths 18 m and 27 m and the second profile at depths 9 m and 42 m. These 4
samples, ME10 9 m, ME10 18 m, ME10 27 m, and ME10 42 m, were located along the
eastern portion of the Pleistocene aquifer, adjacent to the Mekong River (Figure 1) and
varied in color and texture. Sediments from the shallow depth of 9 m were very fine, with a
dark grey/black matrix (49% clay), which then transitioned to very fine with a reddish-brown
matrix at depths 18 m and 27 m (Table S1). At a depth of 42 m, sediment texture became
coarse with a brownish-orange matrix (6.6% clay). Among the four depths, ME10 27 m had
the highest concentration of sedimentary As (5.5 mg/kg ± 0.18 mg/kg), followed by ME10
18m (4.4 mg/kg ± 0.31 mg/kg), ME10 9 m (4.3 mg/kg ± 0.27 mg/kg), and ME10 42 m (0.91
mg/kg ± 0.01 mg/kg) (Table 2). At the shallower depths (9 m and 18 m), average Mn
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concentrations were relatively high (862 mg/kg ± 186 mg/kg and 727 mg/kg ± 36 mg/kg,
respectively), but sediments at 27 m and 42 m had much lower Mn concentrations (363
mg/kg ± 35 mg/kg and 51 mg/kg ± 11 mg/kg, respectively) (Table 2). At the deepest depth
(42 m), Fe concentrations were relatively low, 1942 mg/kg (± 664 mg/kg); however, the
remaining depths all had high Fe concentrations, ranging from 23808 mg/kg to 29267 mg/kg.

Lastly, samples MW10 18 m and MW10 39 m were collected along the border of a Holocene
aquifer on the west end of our field area (Figure 1). Sediments from 18 m were very grainy
and coarse in texture with a dominant grey matrix (texture = sandy loam; Table S1), but
sediments from 39 m had yellow and brown mottles (texture = sand; Table S1). Similar to
those found at ME10, Mn and Fe concentrations at MW10 were greater at shallower depths,
in which the average Mn and Fe concentrations were 272 mg/kg (± 4 mg/kg) and 13903
mg/kg (± 721 mg/kg), respectively, at 18 m and 68 mg/kg (± 53 mg/kg) and 1678 mg/kg (±
787 mg/kg), respectively, at 39 m (Table 2). Unlike Mn and Fe, As concentrations were
higher in the deeper sample at this site, with a concentration of 1.41 mg/kg (± 0.21 mg/kg) at
a depth of 39 m and a concentration of 0.6 mg/kg (± 0.18 mg/kg) at 18 m (Table 2).

3.2.3. Arsenic speciation and fractionation
Arsenic present in the sediments throughout the Pleistocene aquifer occurred mostly as the
As(V) species (Figure S3) but varied within microenvironments across the samples (Figure
5). In order to quantify the speciation analysis, μ-XANES spectra from “hotspots” of the μXRF maps of 3 samples (ME10 9 m, MT30 6 m, and MW10 18 m) were fitted with sodium
arsenite and sodium arsenate standards (8 spots total across all 3 samples). Out of the 3
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samples fitted with standards to estimate the distribution of As species, all contained some
percentage of As(III). According to linear combination fitting, As(III) was present in 7 out 8
of the μ –XRF hot spots and ranged between 20 to 100% of the total As (Fig. 5).

Fractionation of sediment-bound As varied spatially throughout our field site. Sequential
extractions of Pleistocene sediment showed that As was mostly hosted in monosodium
phosphate extractable (NaH2PO4) and citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite extractable (CBD)
phases (Figure 6). Arsenic concentrations were below detection limit for the magnesium
chloride extractions for all samples. Although CBD-extractable As made up the greatest
average concentration of As across the full suite of samples (avg. 1.5 mg/kg ± 2.2 mg/kg),
NaH2PO4-extractable As was the most dominant fraction of As for 5 out of 9 samples. Three
samples contained CBD-extractable As as the dominant fraction, and one sample was
dominant in ammonium oxalate-extractable As. The sum of As extracted in each of the
sequential extractions surpassed EPA digested “environmentally available” As totals for
three samples (MT20 18 m, MW10 18 m, and ME10 27 m) (Figure 6).

3.2.4. Manganese speciation and fractionation
Manganese speciation ranged across locations and depths, further emphasizing the spatial
and multi-scale chemical variability of natural Pleistocene sediments. According to bulk
XANES analyses, sediment-bound Mn occurred as Mn(II), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) throughout
the field area (Figure 7). Manganese(II) was found in five out of the seven samples analyzed
with bulk XANES, with samples ME10 9 m and MW10 18 m containing 100% Mn(II) and
the remaining three Mn(II)-containing samples having between 14% to 34% Mn(II) (Fig. 7).
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Manganese(IV) was present in five out of the seven samples, comprising between 23% to
86% of the Mn in the sediment, whereas Mn(III) composed 44% to 77% of sediment in 3
samples (Fig. 7).

μ-XANES analyses from spots (microenvironments) chosen on μ–XRF maps (Fig. 5) were
used to further quantify the speciation of Mn within three samples (ME10 9 m, MT30 6 m,
and MW10 18 m). In sample ME10 9 m, μ-XANES revealed that the sample was still
dominant in Mn(II), just as observed in bulk XANES analyses, but that there was still cooccurrence of Mn(III) (ca. 35% in spot 1) and Mn(IV) (25% and 37% in spots 2 and 3,
respectively) (Fig. 5). Manganese measured using μ –XANES in sample MT30 6 m was
dominantly Mn(IV) in all three microenvironments analyzed, but those spots also contained
some co-occurrence of Mn(III) (15% and 27% for spots 3 and 5, respectively) (Fig. 5), which
was in agreement with bulk XANES analyses. Lastly, results from μ–XANES showed that
sample MW10 18 m was composed of all 3 Mn species, with each spot composed of roughly
50% Mn(II) (Fig. 5).

Manganese fractionation, using sequential extractions, was analyzed to assess the lability of
Mn across the Pleistocene sediment samples. For most samples, acid digested Mn totals well
surpassed the sum of all extractants, resulting in residual-Mn as the dominant Mn fraction in
the sediment. Therefore, excluding residual-Mn fractions, ammonium oxalate/oxalic acid
extractable Mn concentrations were greatest on average for all 9 samples (72 mg/kg ± 120
mg/kg), and magnesium chloride extractable Mn concentrations were lowest on average (15
mg/kg ± 14 mg/kg) (Figure S4). Nonetheless, there occurred well site variability and,
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therefore, the dominant fraction of sedimentary-bound Mn varied based on sample site and
depth (Fig. S4).

3.2.5. Iron speciation and mineralogy
Bulk Fe K-edge XANES fits were dominated by Fe(III) minerals (Figure 8A). In Table S2,
the best-fit standards for spectra from samples MT20 18 m and MT30 6 m and 21 m
analyzed included goethite, ferrihydrite, and/or ferrosmectite (a phyllosilicate mineral, which
we broadly interpret as representative of Fe-bearing aluminosilicate clay minerals). The bestfit standard for Fe in sample MT20 18 m was goethite (100 ± 8%), whereas Fe in samples
MT30 6 m and 21 m were fit best with 47.1 ± 0.3% and 56.7 ± 0.4% goethite, respectively
(Table S2). A ferrihydrite standard accounted for 24.9 ± 0.5% of the Fe in MT30 21 m fit,
whereas the ferrosmectite spectrum contributed 18.5 ± 0.6% and 52.9 ± 0.3% in samples
MT30 21 m and 6 m, respectively (Table S2).

All three samples were analyzed for Fe K-edge EXAFS; however, the spectra of Fe for
sample MT20 18 m were too noisy to be used in EXAFS. In agreement with bulk XANES
analyses, goethite and ferrosmectite were the predominant standards that fit Fe spectra from
MT30 6 m and 21 m (Fig. 8B), suggesting that iron oxyhyroxides and Fe-enriched clay
minerals were dominant. However, the best fit of sedimentary Fe from MT30 6 m included a
phosphate mineral standard 27% ± 3%, although the realistic occurrence of this phase is
unknown. Lastly, from EXAFS analysis, Fe from sediment at MT30 21 m was also fit with
the Fe-bearing silicate standard hornblende 22% ± 3% in the best fit (Table S2).
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4. Discussion
4.1. Chemical and mineralogical variability in Pleistocene aquifers
Few studies have specifically aimed to characterize the chemical variability of SE Asian
Pleistocene aquifers and have only done so on regional- or local-scales rather than addressing
the pore-scale variability distributed throughout these sediments (Al Lawati et al., 2012; Berg
et al., 2008; McArthur et al., 2016; Van Geen et al., 2013b). Additionally, no studies have
conducted a comprehensive chemical analysis of Pleistocene sediment in the Mekong Delta
in Cambodia. Nonetheless, current studies are demonstrating that low-As aquifers are at risk
for future allogenic and geogenic As contamination through As release/reduction (Dhar et al.,
2011; Gillispie et al.) and lateral and vertical movement from large-scale pumping (Van
Geen et al., 2013b; Winkel et al., 2011). As concerns for future As pollution increase, studies
have begun to focus on mechanistic and regional-scale modeling to better understand the
geochemical controls on groundwater As within Pleistocene aquifers (Berg et al., 2008;
Burgess et al., 2010a; Gillispie et al., 2016; Khan et al.; Knappett et al.; Kulkarni et al., 2017;
Michael and Voss, 2008b; Radloff et al.). According to our results, a range of assessments
that connect micro-, macro-, and field-scales are needed in order to understand the effect of
sediment heterogeneity on As release and transport. Therefore, studies need to focus on
better understanding how mineralogy, groundwater redox conditions, and micro-scale
heterogeneity control future As contamination of drinking water.

Solid-phase chemical data varied across spatial scales and in a series of metrics within our
Pleistocene aquifer. Characterization of a range of sediments showed that chemical
reactivity, mineralogical composition, and elemental concentrations varied across the entire
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field area, with depth at a single well location, and in microenvironments within an
individual sample. For example, site MT30 21m was composed of ca. 5% clay, had high
concentrations of As (ca. 6 μg/g), Mn (ca. 300 μg/g) and Fe (ca. 13500 μg/g), and the As:Fe
correlations at the well site (MT30), according to well cutting data, were positive and strong
(R2 = 0.94). On the contrary, sample ME10 27m had similar As and Mn concentrations as
those in MT30 21 m, but was composed of ca. 54% clay and twice as much Fe (ca. 29000
μg/g), with an As:Fe correlation within the well site (ME10) of R2 = 0.59. Additionally,
ME10 42m was similar to MT30 21m in clay content but had ca. 80% less As, Mn, and Fe.

Maximum concentrations of As were observed at shallower depths for well sites MT20 and
MT30 (3 – 9 m), whereas the remaining sites along the Mekong River had two peaks of As
accumulation starting around depths of 12 m and 23 m. Though clay content could play a
significant role in the accumulation and cycling of As, our results show that As content is not
directly correlated to clay content. Whether As accumulation in these zones is due to natural
variability, presence of redox gradients, or depositional history is unclear, but these
observations highlight that differences in As concentrations can appear across and throughout
depth profiles. Overall, geochemical differences among well sites could impact the extent of
As release from and retention by sediment, indicating that assessments of the driving
biogeochemical processes controlling As - and thus the vulnerability of groundwater to As
pollution - would need to come at the individual well site rather than on regional scales, as
discussed below.
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4.2. Sediment-bound As relationships with Fe and Mn and implications for As release and
transport potential
The mobility and subsurface fate of As can be directly or indirectly impacted by the
biogeochemical processes associated with, among other components, sedimentary Fe and
Mn. Strong correlations were observed in well cutting data between concentration ratios of
Fe:As and Mn:As across our field site, highlighting the important link of Fe and Mn to As in
these systems. Based on sequential extraction and well cutting data, As was strongly
associated with poorly crystalline and amorphous Fe-oxides, suggesting that biogeochemical
redox transformations of Fe minerals could contribute to As pollution of groundwater.
Nonetheless, the suboxic groundwater conditions at circumneutral pH of our aquifer (Eh =
0.155 V, pH = 6.5), coupled with abundant redox active Mn(III/IV) oxides determined from
bulk and μ-XANES, suggest an environment where Mn could act as a redox buffer for many
of the processes controlling As redox transformations in the Pleistocene aquifers.

Hydrological and biogeochemical changes in aquifers can contribute to the release of
geogenic As and the ability of minerals to sorb or oxidize allogenic As. Microbial Fe(III)
mineral reduction, oxidation of As(III) to As(V) by poorly-crystalline layered Mn-oxides, or
even abiotic As(III) oxidation in Fe(II)-goethite systems have all been shown to influence As
mobility in the subsurface (Borch et al., 2009; Lafferty et al., 2010a). Furthermore, studies
have illustrated that an organic carbon influx into the system can enhance Fe-reducing
groundwater conditions and thus stimulate the reductive dissolution of As-bearing minerals,
releasing geogenic As into solution (Berg et al., 2008; Gillispie et al., 2016; Neumann et al.,
2014; Postma et al., 2016). Additionally, the vertical or lateral influx of As from a
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neighboring high-As aquifer has been observed to cause an increase of allogenic As that is
introduced to Pleistocene aquifers due to exploitation of groundwater in great quantities and
over long periods of time (Khan et al., 2016; Kuroda et al., 2017; Postma et al., 2016; Winkel
et al., 2011). Our data suggest that the Pleistocene aquifer of the Kandal Province, Cambodia
is has the potential to become exposed to future pollution of As due to increase demand in
low-As groundwater for drinking water, its location bordering a high-As aquifer, and the Mnreducing groundwater redox conditions. However, the chemical variability within a well site
and across the aquifer can influence the extent at which geogenic and/or allogenic As would
occur.

4.2.1. Implications for geogenic As release
An average groundwater redox potential (Eh) of 0.155 V (± 0.097 V) poised past MnO2(s)
reduction and just above H2AsO4- and Fe(OH)3(am)(s) reduction, abundant solid-phase As(V)
and As(III), and reactive Mn(III/IV) and Fe(III) minerals suggest that As could be released
over time. According to previous studies, in the presence of an influx of dissolved organic
carbon (DOC), reduction processes could accelerate and release appreciable amounts of
geogenic As into solution (Dhar et al., 2011; Gillispie et al., 2016). Therefore, while our
aquifer is thermodynamically favored to release As, this process could be exacerbated due to
excessive pumping and introduction of labile DOC. Furthermore, As mobility is influenced
by the quantity and reactivity of Mn and Fe oxides in aquifers, but these elements and phases
are naturally variable, making it difficult to predict geogenic As release to groundwater.
Within our field site, As(V) and As(III) are associated mostly with Fe(III)
oxyhydroxides/oxides and Mn(III/IV) oxides, and groundwater redox conditions exist around
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the potential of Mn-oxide reduction. Therefore, it is possible that, once appreciable
Mn(III/IV) oxides are reduced, Fe reduction would ensue, causing As(III) to be released and
As(V) reduced, and recent research has shown that in the presence of Mn(III/IV) oxides,
Fe(III) and As(V) reduction tends to be inhibited (Ehlert et al., 2014). Our system was
abundant in Mn(III/IV) oxides and not yet at the point of complete Fe reduction, suggesting
that Mn could be acting as a buffer for geogenic As release.

4.2.2. Implications for allogenic As transport
Groundwater As concentrations were elevated above recommended As levels in drinking
water in the well location MW10, which bordered a high-As Holocene aquifer, suggesting
the possibility of future allogenic As contamination within our field area. Additionally,
according to our results, Pleistocene sediments at depths greater than 30 m were less likely to
adsorb or oxidize As during flow and static conditions. However, results from Mn μ-XANES
linear combination fitting (Table S3) suggest that our Pleistocene sediment contained
abundant layered Mn(IV) oxides (birnessite), which oxidizes As(III) at a faster rate than
other Mn minerals (Oscarson et al., 1983). Furthermore, according to bulk-XANES linear
combination fitting of sedimentary Fe, goethite was also abundant in the Pleistocene aquifer
(Table S2), providing a mineral which has been observed to strongly adsorb As(V) that has
been oxidized by birnessite minerals (Ying et al., 2012a) (Pedersen et al., 2006). Thus,
specific Mn minerals could also serve as a redox buffer against allogenic As contamination at
our field area.
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4.2.3. Predicting future risks
Overall, future risk of As contamination to Pleistocene groundwater is an imminent concern
to millions relying on Pleistocene aquifers as “safe” sources of drinking and irrigation water
(Van Geen et al., 2007b). As population increases in already economically challenged and
densely populated areas, the use of groundwater has been accelerating (Van Geen et al.,
2007b), leading to changes in hydrological flow conditions and an influx of dissolved organic
carbon, which could cause an increase in allogenic As and stimulation of geogenic As
release. Chemical and mineralogical variability distributed throughout Pleistocene aquifer
sediments suggests that there is more going on with biogeochemical processes controlling the
fate and toxicity of As to low-As groundwater than what models are currently representing.
Additionally, sedimentary-Mn could play a more important role in controlling As and Fe than
what has previously been documented, meaning its presence or absence could be an indicator
for future As pollution. In order to best predict risk of future arsenic pollution, a deeper
understanding of the heterogeneity of Pleistocene sediments and the impact of
microenvironments on arsenic behavior is essential.

5. Conclusions
Low-As Pleistocene aquifers in the Mekong Delta, Cambodia could be at risk for future
geogenic and allogenic As contamination. Although there is potential for allogenic and
geogenic As contamination, Pleistocene sediment is heterogeneous and therefore, in some
locations, has the potential to inhibit the mobility of As. Our data show that As, Mn, and Fe
distribution, reactivity, and speciation vary across a Pleistocene aquifer in Cambodia, within
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a well location, and in microenvironments, indicating that As mobility cannot be accurately
assessed by analyses from one or two scales alone. Furth
ermore, results suggest that although As is strongly associated with amorphous and
crystalline Fe-oxides, groundwater redox conditions demonstrate that Fe reduction and thus
As release in these systems is likely influenced by the presence of Mn-oxides. Suboxic
conditions mixed with abundant Mn(III) and layered oxides in our field site could be an
indicator that Mn will act as a redox buffer that prevents As release from and enhances
sorption to sediment. However, the reactivity of Fe(III) oxides will play a significant role in
the extent to which As is sorbed to sediment, even in the presence of abundant Mn oxides.

Overall, predicting As behavior will depend on a number of microenvironments, where As is
present in both the (III) and (V) species, the distribution of Mn and Fe minerals within a well
site, and the overall redox conditions of the aquifer as a whole. Therefore, batch studies on
geogenic release and column studies on allogenic As transport using naturally chemically
varying sediments are needed to best assess potential As pollution in chemically
heterogeneous Pleistocene aquifers of South and Southeast Asia.
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Figure 1. Research Area. Our research site is located in the Kandal Province of Cambodia,
southeast of Phnom Penh. Dotted grey, pink, and red circles represent arsenic concentrations
in domestic wells. The yellow box represents the Pleistocene aquifer and our field area.
Labeled stars represent newly drilled monitoring wells where sediment cores were obtained
and preserved for analyses. Sample sites MT20 and MT30 were drilled and cores collected in
January 2015 (purple and yellow stars); ME10 (profile 1), ME10 (profile 2), and MW10 were
drilled and cores collected in February 2016 (blue, green, and red stars).
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Figure 2. Piper diagram of Pleistocene aquifer groundwater chemistry. Circles represent
domestic and monitoring wells sampled in 2011 and 2012. The third axis on the cations plot
represents Na+ + K+ and the third axis on the anions plot represents HCO3- + CO32-.
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Figure 3. Total solid-phase As, Mn, and Fe depth profiles. Total solid-phase As, Mn, and
Fe concentrations from well cuttings collected at sites MT20, MT30, ME10 (two profiles),
and MW10 are shown in black dots, open circles, blank triangles, open triangles, and black
squares, respectively. Outliers at MW10 were taken out for Mn and Fe at 4.5m (3285 μg/g
and 322766 μg/g respectively). Solid-phase concentrations represent “environmentally
available” elemental concentrations obtained with a strong-acid digestion, EPA Method
3050B. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean for duplicate measurements.
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Figure 4. Iron and manganese correlations with arsenic from well cuttings. Total Fe and
Mn concentrations from well cuttings, including duplicates, are plotted against total As
concentrations for all samples.
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Figure 5A-C. Arsenic, iron, and manganese micro-XANES spectra chosen from “hot spots” on micro-XRF mapping.
Arsenic μ-XANES spectra were fitted with NaAsO2 and NaAsO4 standards for a rough approximation of speciation distribution.
Iron and manganese spectra were fitted with a suite of standards (Supporting Information) for speciation and mineral composition.
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Figure 5A-C. Arsenic, iron, and manganese micro-XANES spectra chosen from “hot spots” on micro-XRF mapping.
Arsenic μ-XANES spectra were fitted with NaAsO2 and NaAsO4 standards for a rough approximation of speciation distribution.
Iron and manganese spectra were fitted with a suite of standards (Supporting Information) for speciation and mineral composition.
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Figure 5A-C. Arsenic, iron, and manganese micro-XANES spectra chosen from “hot spots” on micro-XRF mapping.
Arsenic μ-XANES spectra were fitted with NaAsO2 and NaAsO4 standards for a rough approximation of speciation distribution.
Iron and manganese spectra were fitted with a suite of standards (Supporting Information) for speciation and mineral composition.
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Figure 6. Arsenic sequential extractions. Subsamples of sediment from each sample
location and depth were exposed to five sequential extraction solutions that corresponded to
various elemental fractions: magnesium chloride (“ionically bound”), monosodium
phosphate (“strongly adsorbed”), hydrochloric acid (“Mn oxides”), ammonium oxalate and
oxalic acid (“amorphous Fe oxyhydroxides”), and sodium citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite
(“crystalline Fe oxydroxides”). Strong acid digested samples were performed on separate
subsamples and reported here as “total”. Residual concentrations, marked by a blue dot,
represent the difference between the sum of extractants and total concentrations. Total As in
MT30 6 m was less than the sum of extractants and had a negative residual concentration;
therefore it is not reported here.
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Figure 7. Bulk XANES for sedimentary Mn. Sediment samples were fitted for best fits
using linear combination fitting using a suite of mineral standards (Supporting Information).
Fit errors were 100% ± 4%.
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Figure 8 A and B. EXAFS and XANES for Fe. Three sample XANES (Fig. 8A) and
EXAFS (Fig. 8B) spectra were fitted using linear combination fitting using a suite of mineral
standards (Supporting Information). XANES fit errors were 100% ± 8% and 100% ± 3% for
EXAFS.
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Table 1. Chemical groundwater analyses for Pleistocene aquifer within Kandal Province of Cambodia. Domestic wells were
sampled in February 2011; MT10, MT20, MT30, ME10, and MW10 were sampled in May and October, 2012. For averages,
concentrations below detection limits (As <0.350 µg/L, NO3 and NH4 <0.1 mg/L, and Cl <0.05 mg/L) were treated as 0 µg/L or
mg/L. An extreme outlier of As (298 µg/L) for one of the domestic wells was removed for averages. Averages and errors were
calculated based on the sum of squares, and error is represented as the standard deviation of the number of samples at each well
location.
Location

ME10 (n=6)

MT10 (n=9)

MT20 (n=6)

MT30 (n=6)

MW10 (n=5)

Domestic Wells
(n=47)

Avg.

STD ±

Avg.

STD ±

Avg.

STD ±

Avg.

STD ±

Avg.

STD ±

Avg.

STD ±

As (µg/L)

5.6

5.8

3.1

3.5

4.0

4.6

2.1

2.0

146.9

167.0

0.8

1.7

Mn (mg/L)

0.8

0.2

1.9

0.8

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.1

1.8

1.5

Fe (mg/L)

0.5

0.9

2.7

3.3

0.4

0.4

2.1

3.2

2.9

2.4

0.4

1.2

S (mg S/L)

98.9

98.4

20.6

13.7

11.3

15.5

15.7

19.8

25.8

37.6

6.4

7.4

TOC (mg C/L)

3.1

2.3

2.3

0.9

7.8

6.9

1.5

0.2

5.8

4.6

4.6

1.7

NH4 (mg N/L)

1.4

1.3

0.8

0.5

0.8

0.5

0.2

0.1

3.1

2.8

1.1

1.0

NO3 (mg N/L)

0.1

0.1

BDL

BDL

143.2

341.4

66.5

47.4

15.0

5.7

0.1

0.5

F (mg/L)

0.6

0.4

0.1

0.0

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.1

Cl (mg/L)

1220.1

952.7

100.6

76.5

40.4

61.0

123.8

229.9

84.9

100.7

10.4

12.1

SO4 (mg SO4/L)

282.4

228.6

50.5

33.2

28.1

39.3

56.0

88.7

52.1

71.5

17.0

20.5

Ca (mg/L)

244.3

250.6

77.6

41.1

16.4

19.1

70.1

115.5

103.3

74.5

32.9

14.1

K (mg/L)

1.8

1.1

3.7

2.2

89.3

129.8

26.9

34.9

2.1

1.3

2.9

1.4

Mg (mg/L)

102.8

102.8

28.7

13.1

4.7

5.3

20.4

28.4

50.2

27.9

18.2

6.4
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Table 1. (continued)
Na (mg/L)

401.0

305.3

46.1

12.6

35.0

49.6

32.7

34.5

50.3

41.6

20.6

8.2

P (mg/L)

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

2.6

3.4

0.7

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.1

0.1

PO4 (mg P/L)

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

2.1

2.7

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.05

0.1

Si (mg/L)

17.0

5.8

22.1

2.3

36.5

8.7

41.2

7.1

17.1

2.7

21.8

4.4

ORP (V)

-0.11

0.13

-0.07

0.15

-0.06

0.08

-0.1

0.1

-0.17

0.11

-0.02

0.06

Eh (V)

0.09

0.13

0.13

0.15

0.14

0.08

0.1

0.1

0.03

0.11

0.18

0.06

DO (mg/L)

2.95

1.74

1.18

0.5

4.29

1.85

0.94

0.2

0.94

0.48

1

0.5

pH

6.4

0.1

6.2

0.1

5.9

0.5

6.3

0.3

6.7

0.2

6.6

0.3

Temp. (°C)

30.1

0.2

29.9

0.4

30.3

0.3

30.1

0.1

30.4

0.7

29.6

0.6
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Table 2. Pleistocene aquifer sediments from field site. Arsenic, manganese, and iron concentrations are reported as averages for
all cores collected for each sample site. Error is standard deviation of concentrations for all cores. Ratios are of averaged
concentrations from cores.

Location and depth
(m)

MT30

MT30

MT20

ME10

ME10

ME10

ME10

MW10

MW10

6

21

18

18

27

9

42

18

39

As (mg kg-1)

10 ± 0.64

5.7 ± 0.89

3.5 ± 0.34

4.4 ± 0.31

5.5 ± 0.18

4.3 ± 0.27

0.91 ± 0.01

0.6 ± 0.18

1.4 ± 0.21

-1

587 ± 74
23324 ±
1929

300 ± 117
13532 ±
1790

164 ± 16

363 ± 35
29267 ±
1013

862 ± 186
23808 ±
1911

51 ± 11

272 ± 4

68 ± 53

8638 ± 757

727 ± 36
24720 ±
832

1942 ± 664

13903 ± 721

1678 ± 787

Fe : Mn

40

45

53

34

81

28

38

51

25

Mn : As

59

53

47

165

66

200

56

458

48

Fe : As

2332

2374

2468

5618

5321

5537

2141

23357

1187

Mn (mg kg )
Fe (mg kg-1)
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CHAPTER 3

Chemical controls on abiotic and biotic release of geogenic arsenic from Pleistocene
aquifer sediments to groundwater

Published as: Gillispie, E. C., Andujar, E., & Polizzotto, M. L. (2016). Chemical controls on
abiotic and biotic release of geogenic arsenic from Pleistocene aquifer sediments to
groundwater. Environmental Science: Processes & Impacts, 18(8), 1090-1103.
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1. Introduction
Naturally occurring arsenic (As) is a contaminant that is often found in drinking wells around
the world (Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a), threatening over 150 million people who
consume unsafe amounts of As on a daily basis (Ravenscroft et al., 2009). Numerous studies
have documented major aquifers with well-water concentrations of As above the World
Health Organization (WHO) standard of 10 μg/L (Berg et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2002;
Nickson et al., 1998b; Organization, 2011; Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a; Welch et al.,
2000). Specifically, As contamination is a major problem facing South and Southeast Asia,
where extensive natural As contamination of well water in shallow, Holocene aquifers has
been well documented (Fendorf et al., 2010). In an effort to mitigate As exposure in these
areas, new wells are being installed that access As-free water found in older Pleistocene
sediments (Ahmed et al., 2006c; Van Geen et al., 2007a). Nevertheless, although the majority
of Pleistocene aquifers are low in dissolved As concentrations (Burgess et al.), notable
exceptions exist, demonstrating that these aquifers are vulnerable to As contamination (Van
Geen et al., 2013b).

Pleistocene aquifers in South and Southeast Asia contain naturally occurring As in the
sediment, which could be a potential threat for geogenic contamination of groundwater if the
sediment-bound As is released to solution. Supplements of labile organic carbon and Fereducing microbes to Pleistocene sands have been shown to liberate As in laboratory
experiments, further suggesting the potential for As pollution of Pleistocene aquifers (Dhar et
al., 2011; Radloff et al., 2008; Robinson et al., 2011). Moreover, Pleistocene aquifers are
frequently adjacent to or underneath high-As Holocene aquifers, and As contamination of
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Pleistocene aquifers due to transport of high-As groundwater from Holocene aquifers has
been previously observed and modeled (Michael and Voss, 2008b; Mukherjee et al., 2011;
Radloff et al., 2011b). For example, Pleistocene-aquifer groundwater in Vietnam became
polluted with As after the aquifer was exploited for several years and As was drawn into it
from a neighboring Holocene aquifer (Berg et al., 2008; Winkel et al., 2011). Arsenic
intrusion into Pleistocene aquifers in Southeast Asia may be retarded due to As sorption on
sediments (van Geen et al., 2013c). These studies suggest that Pleistocene aquifers are
vulnerable to As contamination of groundwater, both through the release of geogenic As
from sediments and the introduction of As from external sources. However, there is only
limited information assessing the complexity of geochemical factors – including specific
sediment chemistry, reaction mechanisms, and chemical inputs to aquifers – that control As
mobilization in Pleistocene systems.

The chemistry of aquifer sediment and groundwater largely dictates the release and
mobilization of As into solution, thereby regulating groundwater contamination. It is widely
accepted that strongly reducing conditions can lead to the desorption and/or reductive release
of As from iron oxides (e.g. through reductive dissolution of iron hydroxides and/or
enhanced As mobility due to species transformation) (McArthur et al., 2004; Nickson et al.,
2000; Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002b). In general, reductive mobilization of Fe(III) oxides
and associated As after an input of reactive organic carbon is the main process that leads to
release of geogenic As to groundwater (Fendorf et al., 2010; Kocar et al., 2008; Polizzotto et
al., 2008). However, Mn oxides can serve as a redox buffer that limit release of geogenic As
to groundwater and transport of allogenic As through aquifers. Due to their higher reduction
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potential (Stumm and Morgan, 2012), if Mn oxides are abundant in aquifer sediments, then
Fe(III) and As(V) may stay in their oxidized and more immobile states (Borch et al., 2009;
Manning et al., 2002a; O'Day et al., 2004). Although not extensively characterized,
Pleistocene sediments are typically described as brown/orange sand aquifers whose
groundwater tends to be oxygen-deficient and poised at the potential of Mn oxy-hydroxide
reduction with a high Fe-oxide content (Biswas et al., 2012b; Burgess et al., 2010b).

Despite previous efforts to better assess the As pollution potential of Pleistocene aquifers of
South and Southeast Asia, our current understanding has generally not reflected how natural
aqueous and solid-phase chemical complexity could govern As mobility within those
systems. Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to elucidate biogeochemical processes
that are likely to contribute to the geogenic As pollution of low-As aquifers. By utilizing
Pleistocene sediments with natural chemical variability from a field site in Cambodia, we
aimed to i) quantify and compare the rates and drivers of As, Mn, and Fe mobilization from
solid to solution phases; and ii) determine how the form and lability of dissolved organic
carbon influences geogenic As release to groundwater. Results from this study may be used
to build a stronger fundamental base for models that predict the potential for As
contamination of aquifers.

2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Field site
Our field site is located within the Kien Svay District of the Kandal Province, southeast of
Phnom Penh in Cambodia (Figure 1). It encompasses a transect of Pleistocene aquifer
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sediments located in the delta floodplain between the Mekong and Basaac Rivers. High As
concentrations have been recorded in the Holocene aquifer bordering our Pleistocene field
site (Polizzotto et al., 2008), but As is below 10 µg/L, the World Health Organization
drinking-water guideline for As, in domestic wells located within our segment of Pleistocene
sediments (UNICEF, 2009b). Well water in domestic wells at the site has circumneutral pH
(avg. pH=6.6; range, 5.96-7.05, n=48), is generally devoid of dissolved oxygen (avg. DO >1
mg/L; range, 0.37 to 2.0 mg/L, n=48), and has an oxidation-reduction potential around the
potential of Mn reduction (avg. pe=6.8, range: 3.8-8.0, n=48; in agreement with other
Pleistocene aquifers (Biswas et al., 2012b)).

For initial water quality screening, well nests were placed across our study area (Figure 1) in
2011, with depths selected based on sediment features and drilling capabilities. Wells were
installed using a local rotary drilling technique and were composed of PVC piping with 4 m
well screens at the base of the selected depth (Polizzotto et al., 2008). Well sampling was
conducted in October, 2012, using standard methods (Polizzotto et al., 2008).

2.2. Sample collection
Sediment samples were collected in January, 2015 using a method previously developed in
Cambodia (Polizzotto et al., 2008). Three sediment samples for this study were chosen based
on results from solid-phase depth distribution profiles from collected cores at two previously
drilled wells, MT20 and MT30. These original wells were drilled in 2011 along the
Pleistocene transect to gain initial insight on the varying concentrations of Mn and Fe present
within the system. For this study, new sediment-collection wells were drilled within 10 m of
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the original wells, and are labeled MT20.1 and MT30.1. Three sediment samples were
collected, with one at MT20.1 (18 m depth) and two at MT 30.1 (6 m and 21 m depth),
chosen to reflect a representative range of sediment As, Mn, and Fe concentrations and
ratios.

At each chosen site, we utilized a locally developed rotary drill that was manually driven into
the ground. Once the well was drilled to the desired depth, drilling fluid was purged (ca.
three well volumes) from the drill hole using a peristaltic pump. A modified ¾” coring
device with plastic core liners (AMS Soil Samplers) and custom core-catchers (Dietrich Drill
Company) were inserted through the open center of the drilling pipes and pushed into
sediments at the base of the drill hole, allowing for sediment core recovery. Upon core
recovery, cores were immediately capped and heat-sealed in O2-impermeable Escal bags with
an inserted O2-scavenging pouch (AnaeroPouch-Anaero, Mitsubishi Gas Chemical
Company, Inc.) and anaerobic indicator strips (Becton, Dickinson and Company). The
preserved cores were transported and stored at 4°C.

In addition to preserved cores, drill cuttings were obtained every 1.5 m from the surface to
the desired depths of core sampling. Cuttings were collected in 30 mL HDPE bottles and
transported and stored at 4°C until used for total elemental analysis. Grain size and soil color
classification were recorded for all cuttings and core samples, and data for the core samples
are provided in the Supporting Information (Table S1).
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2.3. Solid-phase analysis
2.3.1. Strong acid digestions.
Preserved core samples and drill cuttings were analyzed to develop As, Mn, and Fe solidphase concentration depth profiles at each site. Arsenic, Mn, and Fe were analyzed after an
acid digestion protocol slightly modified from the EPA Method 3050B for “environmentally
available” elemental concentrations (EPA, 1996). Throughout this paper these concentrations
will be referred to as “total”. Prior to digestion, wet sub-samples were weighed, oven dried at
105°C for 16-24 hours, and re-weighed to obtain sediment moisture contents. For digestion,
roughly 2 grams of wet sediment were placed into 50 mL Digitube digestion tubes. Five mL
of 7M nitric acid (HNO3) were added to each tube, and tubes were vortexed, heated to 95°C
for 15 min, then removed and cooled. Two and a half milliliters of 14M HNO3 were then
added to each tube, and tubes were mixed and then heated to 95°C for 30 min. The process of
adding 2.5 mL 14M HNO3 was repeated. After heating, tube caps were removed and allowed
to heat for 2 hours at 95°C. Tubes were removed from the digestion block and 1 mL of DI
water and 1.5 mL of 30% hydrogen peroxide were added to each tube in 0.5 mL increments.
The addition of hydrogen peroxide was repeated for a total of 3 mL in each tube, and tubes
were mixed and heated uncapped for 2 hours at 95°C. Tubes were removed from the
digestion block, capped, and left unheated for 16 to 24 hours. Two and half milliliters of 12.1
M hydrochloric acid (HCl) were added to each tube, and tubes were heated at 95°C for 1530min and then cooled. Lastly, samples were filtered through Whatman #41 filter paper into
50 mL Digitubes using DI water to 25 mL to complete the volume.
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Samples were digested in duplicate and analyzed for total As, Mn, and Fe using inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Agilent 7500cx). Detection limits were ≤0.05
μg/L for As, ≤0.01 μg/L for Mn, and ≤0.08 μg/L for Fe. For all ICP-MS analyses, solution
matrix blanks were run in triplicate and analyzed for As, Mn, and Fe. Additionally, after
analysis of every 10 samples, a blank, random sample, and random standard were rerun for
quality control checks. Due to the consistency of blanks and quality controls, there was little
to no instrumental error.

2.3.2. Citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite (CBD) extraction.
Preserved core samples were analyzed using a modified sodium dithionite-sodium citrate
with NaHCO3 buffer extraction (CBD) protocol (Mehra and Jackson, 1958) to determine the
more reactive Mn- and Fe-oxide fractions within the sediment. Roughly 2 grams of wet
sediment were placed into 50 mL centrifuge tubes. Forty milliliters of 0.3 M Na-citrate
solution and 5 mL of 1 M NaHCO3 solution were added to each tube, heated in a hot water
bath for several minutes until brought up to a temperature of 80°C, and then mixed with 1
gram of Na2SO2O4. Samples were heated for 30 minutes with intermittent shaking,
centrifuged for 20 min at 2000 rev/min, filtered using Whatman #41 filter paper, and diluted
for analysis. Samples underwent a water wash and sediment were preserved at a temperature
of 4°C for elemental analysis. Samples were digested in triplicate and analyzed for As, Mn,
and Fe by ICP-MS.
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2.3.3. Total carbon.
To measure total C in sediments, unaltered samples were dried overnight at 55oC, ground to a
particle size <0.5 mm, and analyzed on a LECO Trumac-CN analyzer. The instrument
detection range is from 0.02-200 mg C per g sediment (0.002-20% C).

2.3.4. Arsenic X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy.
Core samples from MT30.1 6m, MT30.1 21m, and MT 20.1 18m were analyzed by micro-Xray fluorescence (µ-XRF) and As micro-X-ray absorption near-edge structure (µ-XANES)
spectroscopy in order to obtain information about elemental spatial relationships and initial
As speciation in the sediments. For preparation, samples were air-dried within an anaerobic
chamber, packaged in an O2-impermeable bag with an O2 scavenging pack and indicator
strip, and shipped overnight at 4°C to Spectrum Petrographics Inc for thin-section
preparation. Samples were mounted onto quartz glass slides using Epotex-301 resin, which is
not redox reactive. The sample’s analytical surface was isolated from air using resin or
submersion in an inert liquid in order to minimize oxygen exposure during preparation of the
polished thin sections.

X-ray analyses were conducted on Beamline 2-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource (SSRL), running under dedicated conditions (3 GeV, 500 mA). The beamline
collects data in fluorescence mode, using harmonic rejection mirrors and a channel-cut Si(III)
monochromator (beam size = 2 μm vertical × 2 μm horizontal). µ-XRF mapping was
conducted by rastering sample slides in 15 μm steps with 50 ms dwell times about the 2x2
µm beam set at 12000 eV. Mapping areas for MT20.1 18m, MT30.1 21m, and MT30.1 6m
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were 2.3 mm × 2.6 mm, 2 mm × 2.4 mm, and 2.2 mm × 2.5 mm respectively. Data
visualization of resulting elemental maps was conducted in Sam’s Microprobe Analysis Kit
(SMAK).

Regions for As µ-XANES analysis were identified after reviewing µ-XRF map results. Areas
containing higher counts of As were chosen from several spots distributed throughout the
map in order to provide a representation of the broader As speciation in the sample. For each
sample, 6-8 micro-spots were identified for As µ-XANES analysis, and 2-3 scans were
collected per spot. The data collection and analysis approaches used are discussed by Kelly et
al. (Kelly et al., 2008). µ-XANES data were generally collected over an energy range of -150
to 395 eV relative to the As edge. Spectra were averaged, baseline corrected, and normalized
to an edge step of 1 using the IFEFFIT suite of computer programs in the Athena and
Artemis software (Ravel and Newville, 2005).

Powdered sodium arsenate and sodium arsenite (City Chemical LLG) were smeared onto
double-sided tape and used for calibration, setting the white line maximum to 11874 eV for
sodium arsenate. Beam-induced changes of As redox state for a given spot were checked by
comparing the first and last repeat of that spot. The lack of spectral changes to thin-section
sample spots and As standards throughout the run suggests that any radiation damage to the
samples was negligible.
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2.4. Batch reduction incubations
Two types of batch incubations were conducted to assess the controls on geogenic As release
from Pleistocene sediments. In the first experiment, anaerobically preserved cores from
sample locations MT20.1 (depth 18 m) and MT30.1 (depths 6 m and 21 m) were used in a 9month batch reduction incubation study to investigate the evolution of As, Mn, and Fe in
solution following the input of labile dissolved organic carbon (DOC). The method was
adopted from Radloff et al. (Radloff et al., 2007) and modified for this experiment. Five
grams of sediment were added to 60 mL serum vials for three different treatments and in
triplicate, for a total of 9 vials per sediment collection location. The main treatment contained
an O2-purged solution of 20 mM sodium lactate (Dhar et al., 2011) used as an easily digested
DOC source (Radloff et al., 2007), 25 mM HEPES (Kanematsu et al., 2011) as a minimally
reactive buffer for a solution of pH 7 (similar to pH values of groundwater at the field site),
and 10 mM potassium chloride (KCl) as an electrolyte. The control treatment where no DOC
was introduced contained only a solution of 25 mM HEPES buffered to pH 7 and 10 mM
KCl. The third treatment contained 20 mM Na-lactate, 25 mM HEPES buffered to pH 7, 10
mM KCl, and 10 mM Na-azide to inhibit microbial activity (Radloff et al.). Fifty milliliters
of each treatment was added to its respective vial in an anaerobic chamber (~97.2% N2 and
2.5% H2), and sediment-free controls were included for each solution. Vials were crimp
sealed in the anaerobic chamber and placed on a shaker outside of the chamber in dark until
the time of sampling.

Vials were sampled in the anaerobic chamber 0, 2, 4, 8, 15, 20, 28, 66, 95, 133, 189, and 279
days after initiation of the experiment. From each vial, 8.5 mL of solution was extracted,
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filtered through a 0.2 μm nylon filter, and preserved for elemental analysis. After the
extraction of solution, each experimental vial was then replenished with 8.5 mL of a new
batch of treatment solution that was made the day of sampling; vials were recapped and
placed back on the shaker in darkness until the next sampling time point.

In the second batch incubation experiment, we examined the impact of DOC composition
and perceived lability on geogenic As release from sediment. Incubations were established as
above, but all sediment samples were from one location and depth (MT30.1, 21 m depth).
Additionally, 2 grams of sediment were added to 30 mL vials for 10 different treatments,
using a scaled-down incubation due to limited amount of sediment available from the core.
Treatments included no C and sodium lactate, sodium acetate, Suwannee River humic acid,
or Suwannee River fulvic acid (Perdue, 2013), with all C concentrations equivalent to 20 mM
Na lactate. Each solution included 25 mM HEPES buffered to pH 7 and 10 mM KCl, and all
carbon treatments were run with and without 10 mM sodium azide. Twenty milliliters of
each treatment solution was added to its respective vial in an anaerobic chamber (~97.2% N2
and 2.5% H2), and sediment-free controls were included for each solution. Each treatment
was run in triplicate and no-sediment blanks were included with no replicates. Vials were
sampled 0, 2, 4, 7, 14, 20, 31 and 214 days after initiation of the experiment. From each vial,
3 mL of solution was extracted, filtered through a 0.2 μm nylon filter, and preserved for
elemental analysis. Each experimental vial was then replenished with 3 mL of a new batch of
treatment solution after sampling.
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Concentrations of As, Mn, and Fe for the incubations were measured by ICP-MS, as
described above, and reported concentrations are blank-corrected. To calculate the total
cumulative elemental release over time, the mass of each element in solution (based on
concentration times volume) was added with the mass of any amounts of that element
removed from solution during prior sampling events, and that sum was divided by the mass
of sediment used in each incubation vial. Dissolved organic carbon of incubation samples
was measured as total non-acid-purgeable organic carbon on a Shimadzu TOC-V CPN
analyzer (Shimadzu Corporation, Japan), with detection limits of <5 mg C/L for our samples.

3. Results
3.1. Field site groundwater characteristics
Concentrations of As, Mn, Fe and DOC in well water from our specific sediment-collection
sites varied in depth through the profiles, with higher concentrations generally found at
shallower depths (< 15 m deep) (Figure 2). In all but one sample, As well-water
concentrations were below 10 µg/L, and the one sample with As at ~11 µg/L was from 9 m, a
depth typically too shallow for domestic tubewells. Half of the wells had Mn concentrations
above 0.4 mg/L, the former World Health Organization drinking guideline (Organization,
2011), and dissolved Fe only reached an appreciable concentration (~7 mg/L) in one shallow
well. Dissolved organic carbon was generally below detection limits (1 mg C/L for well
water), save for one shallow sample. Dissolved oxygen was < 1 mg/L in all wells.
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3.2. Initial sediment chemistry
Sediments from our field site ranged in color and texture (Table S1), with brown overbank
silts and clays overlaying orange to brown fine to coarse sands at each location. Total As and
Fe solid-phase concentrations followed a similar depth distribution to each other for both
sites, MT20.1 and MT30.1, where As and Fe peaked around 9 meters in site MT20.1 and
13.5 meters for site MT30.1 (Figure 3). Manganese concentrations peaked to its maximum of
~2000 μg/g around 6 meters for site MT20.1 and decreased almost immediately to
concentrations below 300 μg/g thereafter. Concentrations of solid-phase Mn in site MT30.1
slightly peaked around 6 meters, decreased, then reached a local maximum of ~700 μg/g at
13.5 meters before a decrease at deeper depths.

Sampling sites and their corresponding depths (MT20.1 18 m and MT30.1 6 and 21 m) were
chosen in order to capture the variability in Fe:Mn ratios, Mn:As ratios, and solid-phase Mn
concentrations within natural Pleistocene aquifer sediments (Figure 3, Table 1). Total solidphase As concentrations were highest at MT30.1 6 m (13.5 mg/kg), but only 5.3 mg/kg and
3.1 mg/kg at MT30.1 21 m and MT20.1 18 m respectively (Table 1). Total Mn
concentrations in the preserved sediment cores from sites MT30.1 6 m and 21 m were
similarly high (812 mg/kg and 856 mg/kg respectively) and over 12 times greater than Mn
found within MT20.1 18m sediments. Additionally, sediment Fe concentrations were orders
of magnitude greater than As or Mn concentrations, and concentrations in MT30.1 6 m
sediments were double those within MT30.1 21 m sediments and 3.5 times greater than Fe in
MT20.1 18 m sediments (Table 1). Location MT30.1 and its corresponding depths of 6 m
and 21 m also had similar concentrations of CBD-extractable As, Mn, and Fe, whereas
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MT20.1 18 m had considerably lower extractable concentrations of each element (Table 1).
Total carbon in the sediment was below 1% by weight for each core sample (Table S1).

The ratio of total Fe:Mn was highest (127 mg Fe/mg Mn) in MT20.1 18 m sediments and
lowest (17 mg Fe/mg Mn) in MT30.1 21 m sediments. The ratio of total Mn:As was greatest
in MT30.1 21 m sediments (162 mg Mn/mg As) and lowest in MT20.1 18 m sediments (21
mg Mn/mg As) (Table 1). Iron to As ratios were similar for all three sites. MT30.1 6 m had
the highest ratio of CBD-extractable Mn to As (90 mg Mn/mg As) and lowest ratio of CBDextractable Fe to Mn (22 mg Fe/mg Mn) compared to the other locations and depths.

Microscale spatial distributions of the elements showed that As was strongly positively
correlated with Fe and Mn in the 18 m sediment from MT 20.1 (R2 = 0.70 and 0.73
respectively) and more weakly positively correlated in the 6 m (R2 = 0.47 and 0.14
respectively) and 21 m (R2 = 0.17 and 0.10 respectively) sediments from MT30.1 (Figure
4A, B). Micro-XANES analysis of As hotspots in sediments indicated that As(V) dominated
As speciation, based on white line positions, although As(III) was also observed in sediments
from sites MT20.1 18m and MT30.1 21m (Figure 4C).

3.3. Sediment release of As, Mn, and Fe during incubation with lactate, azide, and/or no
carbon
Following 279 days of reaction (including sample removal and solution replenishment),
incubation with sodium lactate solutions generally produced the highest concentrations of
dissolved As, Mn, and Fe, incubation without addition of labile DOC yielded moderate
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dissolved concentrations, and incubation with lactate and sodium azide produced solutions
with the lowest concentrations of dissolved As, Mn, and Fe (Figure S1). Such concentration
trends were not universal throughout the experiments, as there was some overlap in
concentrations at various time points for lactate- and no-carbon-treated samples, as well as
no-carbon- and azide- treated samples. For all but a few time points, however, As, Mn, and
Fe concentrations in lactate-treated incubations were significantly higher than corresponding
concentrations in lactate-plus-azide incubations (Figure S1). Concentrations of As, Mn, and
Fe rose over time for all treatments with the exception of a few points, particularly at the end
of the experiments, with the steepest increases in the earlier portions of the incubations
(Figure S1). Finally, the highest maximum measured As (~45 µg/L), Mn (~14,000 µg/L), and
Fe concentrations (~90,000 µg/L) in solution were observed in lactate incubations of MT30.1
6m sediments. The lowest maximum lactate-treatment As (~12 µg/L) and Fe (~28,000 µg/L)
concentrations were measured in the MT30.1 21m sediment incubations, whereas the lowest
maximum lactate-treatment Mn concentrations (~1,600 µg/L) were measured in the MT20.1
18m sediment incubations (Figure S1).

Dissolved organic carbon concentration profiles were similar for each different sediment
incubation (Figure S2). DOC concentrations generally rose within the first two weeks of
incubation for all sediments and treatments, but then declined to stable levels that were
roughly equivalent to no-sediment controls (in all but one azide-treated sample) and that
persisted from roughly 4 weeks until the end of the experiment. For all sediments, the lowest
DOC concentrations were measured in the incubations without lactate addition, and the
highest DOC concentrations were measured in the lactate + azide incubations (Figure S2).
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Within the first 3 weeks of the study, cumulative quantities of As, Mn, and Fe, released from
sediment to solution (encompassing masses from measured concentrations plus amounts
removed during prior sampling) exhibited little statistical difference among the three
treatments (Figure 5). However, after about 50 days, azide-treated samples displayed less
cumulative release of elements as compared to lactate-treated samples. By subtracting the
amount of elemental release in the azide treatments from the lactate treatments, a nominally
defined “biotic” release showed that although the majority of elemental release was biotically
driven for all sediments and elements after a month of incubation, larger proportions of As
and Fe release were biotic than they were for Mn release. Overall biotically-driven release of
As, Fe, and Mn was greater in MT30.1 6 and 21 m sediments than in MT20.1 18 m
sediments (Figure 5).

When comparing cumulative release values to CBD-extractable concentrations of As, Mn,
and Fe from lactate treatments for all sediments (Table 1), roughly 14% to 61% of the CBDextractable As was released into solution, 92% to 194% of CBD-extractable Mn was
released, and 10% to 58% of CBD-extractable Fe was released (Table S2). Percent CBDextractable As, Mn, and Fe was greater in lactate treatments in all sediments compared to nocarbon and azide treatments. Percent biotic release of CBD-extractable As, Mn, and Fe was
9% to 48%, 41% to 124%, and 8% to 44%, respectively (Table S2).
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3.4. Sediment release of As, Mn, and Fe during incubation with varied sources of dissolved
organic carbon
Concentrations of dissolved As, Mn, and Fe increased over time for incubation of MT30.1
21m sediments with a range of DOC sources (Figure S3). Incubation of sediments with
humic and fulvic acids produced the greatest As and Fe concentrations over time and humic
acid produced the highest Mn concentrations, whereas incubation with acetate yielded the
lowest concentrations of dissolved As, Mn, and Fe (Figure S3). These trends were most
apparent in samples from early timepoints, which demonstrated more rapid elemental release
upon sediment incubation with humic and fulvic acids as compared to lactate and acetate
incubations. Cumulative arsenic release in lactate- and acetate-treated samples was
dominated by biotic processes, particularly after 200 days of incubation (Figure 6). In
contrast, a lower proportion of arsenic release was biotic when humic acid or fulvic acid
served as the carbon source in the sediment incubations (Figure 6). Additionally, no-C
treatments released similar amounts of As as those treated with lactate and acetate, but
substantially less As as those treated with humic or fulvic acids, with or without azide
addition (Figure 6). In general, as with As, greater proportions of Fe release were biotic in
the lactate and acetate treatments than in the humic and fulvic acid treatments, and less Mn
release was biotic, regardless of DOC source, as compared to As and Fe release.

Across the suite of DOC treatments to sediments from MT30.1 21m, 7% to 18% of the CBDextractable As was released in the DOC treatments, 88% to 215% of CBD-extractable Mn
was released, and 2% to 14% of CBD-extractable Fe was released, with 6% to 11% biotic
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release of CBD-extractable As, 18% to 140% biotic release of CBD-extractable Mn, and 2%
to 12% biotic release of CBD-extractable Fe (Table S3).

4. Discussion
4.1. Processes leading to arsenic release to solution
The treatments used in our incubation studies instigated both microbially mediated and
abiotic elemental release processes, with azide treatments nominally representing abiotically
driven processes and azide-free treatments – with or without DOC addition – stimulating
both biotic and abiotic release. Release of As, Mn, and Fe from sediments to solution was
greatest with DOC additions and always less with azide treatments (Figures 5 and 6),
indicating the importance of labile dissolved organic carbon for stimulating microbial
processes that could impact well-water quality.

Using the difference between elemental release from DOC-treated samples with and without
azide addition, we approximated the component of elemental release that was nominally
governed by biologically driven processes (Figures 5 and 6; Tables S2 and S3). During the
first week of reaction, roughly 90% or greater of As, Mn, and Fe released was likely due to
abiotic processes for all sediment samples and treatments. Such abiotic release processes
observed within the early stages of sediment incubations may include equilibrium desorption
from sediments (Polizzotto et al., 2005) and competitive displacement from mineral surfaces
by fulvic and humic acids (Rowland et al., 2007).
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The role of biotic processes subsequently increased with time, although such processes were
more important for elemental release with lactate and acetate additions rather than humic and
fulvic-acid additions; between 44-61% of As released for humic acid- and fulvic acid-treated
samples were due to biotic processes, whereas >80% of As was released for lactate- and
acetate-treated samples after 200 days of incubation. Microbially mediated reductive release
of As, Mn, and Fe from sediments has been well documented, but the specific relationships
between abiotic and biotic processes are less well defined, particularly in the context of
variable DOC sources and sediment chemistry, as discussed below.

4.2. Roles and sources of dissolved organic carbon on geogenic arsenic contamination
Although our experiments were not designed for C mass balance, our measured DOC,
sediment C, and elemental release data reveal how organic carbon source and reactivity can
play a complex set of roles fueling elemental release from sediments. The presence of
dissolved carbon, whether released from the sediment (i.e. no-carbon-treatments) or
introduced via external sources, increased the amount of As detected in solution.

Following the onset of all incubations, DOC concentrations rose above those initially
introduced via solution, reflecting organic C desorption from sediments. Based on our
experimental setup and the range of sediment C concentrations (Table S1), sediments could
contribute up to 354 mg C/L, values somewhat in line with our observed DOC spikes (Figure
S2). Within a month of incubation, DOC concentrations had stabilized, indicating this
sediment-released carbon was utilized by the sediment microbial community (not necessarily
metal reducers), re-adsorbed to sediment, or persisted in solution. Because long-term DOC
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concentrations were highest in azide-amended solutions, it is likely that much of the original
sediment-bound C was mineralized when microbial processes weren’t inhibited. Moreover,
there was no significant difference between amounts of As released for no-carbon treatments
within MT20.1 18 m and MT30.1 21 m sediments compared to sediments with a lactate or
acetate addition (Figures 5 and 6). Collectively, these data suggest that in some Pleistocene
locations, the quantities and reactivities of sedimentary organic carbon may be sufficient to
fuel As release to solution – should microbial communities gain access to this carbon. These
results are consistent with those from previous incubation studies with Holocene aquifer
sediments from Bangladesh, which showed rapid microbial utilization of sediment-released
organic carbon in concert with As mobilization (Neumann et al., 2014).

Although simple organic acids such as lactate and acetate may not reflect the exact nature
and reactivity of dissolved organic carbon within groundwater systems, especially far
downstream from waste sources, humic and fulvic acids are more representative of DOC
sources in Asian groundwater (Reza et al., 2011). Elemental release into solution for our
humic acid- and fulvic acid-treated samples resulted as a combination of abiotic processes
and microbial processes, with As, Mn, and Fe release significantly higher in solutions with C
addition, with or without azide, than without C (Figure 6). Humic acids have been shown to
enhance microbial release of Fe from sediments to solution (Chang et al., 2015), consistent
with our incubation observations, but our experiments also reveal the important roles that
recalcitrant DOC sources can play in stimulating abiotic release of geogenic As to
groundwater.
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4.3. Influence of sediment chemistry on geogenic As contamination potential
The extent of the release of geogenic As into solution was not only dictated by the type of
DOC introduced to or by the Pleistocene sediments but also by the initial sediment
chemistry. Sediments from both our reduction incubations contained varying initial
concentrations of solid-phase As, Mn, and Fe but demonstrated As release over time whether
or not organic carbon was introduced (Figures 5 and 6). In addition, sediments exposed to
varying DOC or no-carbon treatments and sediment chemistry exhibited a positive
correlation between the percent of CBD-extractable Mn released and the cumulative amount
of As released (Figure 7; Figure S4). This suggests that Mn release is a key factor regulating
the potential for geogenic As release to solution. Furthermore, when a carbon source is
available and biological processes are allowed to occur, As release is enhanced, indicating
that reductive release is a dominant driver on As mobilization. Arsenic(V), the less mobile
form of As, dominated the initial solid-phase As speciation of our Pleistocene sediment
samples (Figure 4), in line with expectations from groundwater Eh measurements. Putting
these observations together with the fact that Mn oxides are thermodynamically predicted to
be reduced prior to As and Fe, we can infer that Mn oxide content of sediments could be used
a broad indicator of geogenic As pollution potential.

Although broad relationships between Mn and As release were observed in our incubations,
the specific mode of As release was influenced by the specific sediment chemistry. Across
our three sediment samples, the greatest release of geogenic As occurred in sediment from
MT30.1 6m, and the vast majority of this release was biotically mediated (Figure 5). MT30.1
6m sediments had the greatest initial CBD-extractable Mn and As (Table 1). Moreover,
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As(V) was the primary species of As in the initial sediments from MT30.1 6m (Figure 4),
and thus microbial reduction would be required for any substantial release of As to solution.
Arsenic release from these sediments occurred biotically, but only after substantial Mn
release to solution, and release was greatly enhanced by introduction of labile organic carbon
(Figure 5).

In contrast, As release from MT20.1 18m and MT30.1 21m sediments was not as dependent
on labile DOC additions or biotic processes (Figure 5). This may be explained by the initial
As speciation of these sediments, which showed co-occurrence of As(III) with As(V) (Figure
4), as well as the lower initial CBD-extractable Mn concentrations of the sediments. As(III),
the more mobile species of As, could more easily release into solution through abiotic
desorption processes, and with fewer Mn oxides, there would be less potential for oxidative
readsorption in those incubations.

Finally, total or extractable As content of sediments was not a predictor of As release to
solution. Although, sediments from MT20.1 18m had roughly half the extractable As as
sediments from MT30.1 21m, they released over two times as much As in our incubations
(Figure 5). The higher initial extractable Mn and Fe in the MT30.1 21m sediments likely
inhibited extensive As release to solution, and the native sediment microbial communities
(not investigated here) may have also played a role 45. With the highest extractable Fe
contents of any of our sediments, As release in the MT30.1 21m incubations may have been
inhibited by the needs for both Mn and Fe reductive release, which can occur simultaneously
as solution conditions become more reducing (Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2013a), to
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overcome redox and sorption constraints. In general, natural variability in manganese oxide
mineralogy and redox reactivity can cause variability in As reduction rates, while variability
in Fe oxides can lead to differences in the sorption potential of As, complicating the impacts
of Mn and Fe on release of As to groundwater (Ehlert et al., 2014; Oscarson et al., 1983)
(Manning et al., 1998a; Raven et al., 1998).

5. Broader implications for water management
Some of the most densely populated regions in the world are within Southern Asia and seek
more economically feasible options for providing clean water to underserved people. Several
studies have begun to address the risk of As contamination of Pleistocene aquifers in South
and Southeast Asia, revealing that there is a great need for further research to better predict
the pollution potential of As to groundwater in these systems (McArthur et al., 2008; Van
Geen et al., 2013b; Van Geen et al., 2007b; Winkel et al., 2011). Although much prior work
has focused on contamination due to introduction of As from sources external to Pleistocene
aquifers, there are also sufficient quantities of As in the sediments themselves that, if
released, could lead to dangerous concentrations of As in well water. Assuming a porosity of
0.3 and solid phases with the density of quartz, similar to those found at our Pleistocene
study area, we can estimate that less than 0.2 µg As per g of sediment would need to be
released to create groundwater As concentrations of 100 µg/L, a value that is 10 times the
World Health Organization standard. Such quantities of As release were observed across our
incubation experiments and were greatly exceeded when sediments were incubated with
DOC (Figures 5-7).
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Labile DOC can be introduced into Pleistocene aquifers through the downward movement of
biomass produced by overlying wetlands as well as by human and animal waste products that
are disposed onto surface soils. As these rich organic products enter the subsurface, their
movement to well depths can be expedited by extensive pumping of groundwater, providing
a reactive source of nutrients to enhance microbial reduction and concomitant release of
geogenic As to solution. In densely populated areas where groundwater is used for many
activities such as irrigation and drinking, release of geogenic As could become a major threat
to human health.

Our field site represents an ideal location to study the geochemical controls on biotic and
abiotic As release in order to expand the knowledge base for predicting vulnerability of
aquifers to future As contamination. Our results reveal how the specific chemical nature of
sediments and carbon sources define the mechanisms and extent of geogenic As release to
groundwater. Our findings suggest that simple solid-phase metrics, such as extractable Mn
content (Figure 7), and groundwater analyses, such as DOC reactivity (Figure 6), could be
used as predictors for the arsenic pollution potential of aquifers. Understanding the specific
biogeochemical components that induce the greatest release of As will assist planners to
better manage the use of low-As aquifers as “safe” sources of drinking and irrigation water.

6. Conclusions
The scale at which As currently contaminates well water and the health impacts associated
with As pollution in Southern Asia are well documented, but the risks for future As
accumulation in currently uncontaminated aquifers are less well understood. Accordingly,
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investigations of the biogeochemical processes governing As contamination are critical for
improving the predictions of As pollution potential in aquifers. Our results demonstrate that
the abundance of Mn oxides, microbial processes, and organic carbon play key roles in
regulating the release of As to groundwater, but such controls are not without limitation.
Removal of Mn oxides from sediments enhances the potential for geogenic As release to
solution, whether induced by biotic or abiotic processes, emphasizing the importance of Mn
oxides for buffering redox conditions and inhibiting As release. When microbial processes
are limited, As release is minimized unless solution chemistry is sufficient to promote abiotic
desorption or competitive displacement of As from sediment mineral surfaces. Introduction
of dissolved organic carbon from external or sediment sources may stimulate As removal to
solution through biotic reduction or, in the case of complex humic and fulvic acids
characteristic of natural environments, a suite of abiotic and biotic processes. Thus, geogenic
As release from Pleistocene sediments is dependent on sediment Mn:As ratios and the
character and reactivity of dissolved organic carbon in groundwater. With these observations
in mind, future work could aim to elucidate the distributions and variability of natural
sediment mineralogy, redox reactivity, and input water chemistry in order to guide aquifer
vulnerability assessments.
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Figure 1. Study site. Our study site is located in the Kandal Province of Cambodia,
southeast of Phnom Penh. Dotted circles represent As concentrations from a join RDIUNICEF survey (UNICEF, 2009b) of domestic wells: red indicates As >50 μg/L, pink
represents 10>As>50 μg/L, and white indicates no detectable As. A band of Pleistocene
sediments spanning from the Mekong to Bassac Rivers (yellow rectangle) has no detectable
As in groundwater; this area is adjacent to the As-contaminated Holocene aquifer described
by Polizzotto et al. (Polizzotto et al., 2008) and others. Sample sites MT20.1 and MT30.1 are
noted with yellow stars; sediments were collected from 6 meters and 21 meters at MT30.1,
and from 18 meters at MT20.1.
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Figure 2. Total dissolved arsenic, manganese, iron, and organic carbon concentrations
from previously drilled wells plotted against corresponding bottom-of-well depths.
Wells were sampled in October, 2012 at sites MT20 and MT30 (in adjacent lots ~ <20 m to
MT20.1 and MT30.1, respectively) and filtered for total As, Mn, Fe, and DOC.
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Figure 3. Total solid-phase As, Mn, and Fe depth profiles. Total solid-phase As, Mn, and
Fe concentrations from well cuttings collected at site MT20.1 are shown in black dots (linked
by solid lines) and concentrations from well cuttings at site MT30.1 are shown by white dots
(linked by solid lines). Circled points represent samples used in the incubations from site
MT30.1 and squared points are from MT20.1. Solid-phase concentrations represent
“environmentally available” elemental concentrations obtained with a strong-acid digestion,
EPA Method 3050B (EPA, 1996). Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean for
duplicate measurements.
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Figure 4. Solid-phase As, Mn, and Fe spatial associations and As XANES. A. Tri-color
µ-X-ray fluorescence maps of aquifer sediment samples. Alphabetical labels represent As
hotspots chosen for µ-XANES analysis. Red, blue, and green colors represent As, Mn, and
Fe counts, respectively. B. As correlation plots based on counts obtained during µ-XRF
mapping. Red dots represent counts of As vs. counts of Mn and black dots represent counts
of As vs. counts of Fe. C. Sediment μ-XANES spectra plotted with As(V) and As(III)
reference standards.
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Figure 5. Cumulative biotic and abiotic elemental release from three different sediment
samples during 9 months of incubation. Cumulative As, Mn, and Fe release (μg/g) from
sediment are plotted for each sampling timepoint. Green, blue, and red lines represent
treatments with lactate, no labile carbon source, and lactate + sodium azide, respectively. The
gray shaded area represents the amount of cumulative elemental release after addition of
lactate that was due to biotic processes (lactate release minus lactate + azide release). Error
bars represent standard error of measurements from triplicate samples.
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Figure 6. Cumulative biotic and abiotic elemental release from one sediment sample
incubated with each of 4 different dissolved organic carbon sources. Cumulative As, Mn,
and Fe release (μg/g) from sediment are plotted for each sampling timepoint. Green, blue,
and red lines represent treatments with varied DOC source (lactate, acetate, humic acid or
fulvic acid), no labile carbon source, and DOC + sodium azide, respectively. The gray shaded
area represents the amount of cumulative elemental release after addition of DOC that was
due to biotic processes (DOC release minus DOC + azide release). Sediments tested were
from site MT30.1 21m. Error bars represent standard error of measurements from triplicate
samples.
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Figure 7. Relationship of % extractable Mn released with cumulative As release. % Mn
release was determined by dividing the cumulative Mn release (μg/g) for each timepoint by
the initial extractable Mn found in the persevered core used for each site. A. Data from
incubation of three different sediments (MT20.1 18m, MT30.1 6m, and MT30.1 21m) with
lactate, no-carbon, or lactate + azide (Figure 5). Regression line and equation encompass all
data. B. Data from incubation of sediment from MT30.1 21 m with lactate, acetate, no
carbon, humic acid, or fulvic acid, all with and without sodium azide (Figure 6). Regression
line and equation encompass all data but one outlying point (upper right).
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Table 1. Total and CBD-extractable solid-phase concentrations and elemental ratios of
As, Mn, and Fe for sediments from MT20.1 18m, MT30.1 6m and MT30.1 21m.
Concentrations are from digestions of core samples used in incubations. Error represents the
standard deviation of the mean for duplicate measurements.
Location and
Depth (m)

MT20.1 18m

MT30.1 6m

MT30.1 21m

Total

Extractable

Total

Extractable

Total

Extractable

As (mg/kg)

3.1 ± 0.9

0.70 ± 0.03

13.5 ± 0.7

1.7 ± 0.15

5.3 ± 0.8

1.5 ± 0.08

Mn (mg/kg)

66 ± 11

33 ± 7.4

812 ± 678

152 ± 34

856 ± 678

103 ± 27

Fe (mg/kg)

8435 ± 2740

1783 ± 66

30028 ± 910

3348 ± 324

14307 ± 910

4270 ± 81

Fe:Mn

127

54

37

22

17

41

Mn:As

21

47

60

90

162

71

Fe:As

2695

2552

2226

1996

2705

2932
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CHAPTER 4

Impact of sediment heterogeneity and Mn-oxide reactivity on arsenic retardation and
sorption in a Pleistocene aquifer
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1. Introduction
Arsenic contamination in Holocene aquifers has affected the health of millions of individuals
in South/Southeast (S/SE) Asia due to the consumption of elevated levels of As in drinking
water (Smedley and Kinniburgh, 2002a). In an effort to provide alternative drinking water
sources, deeper Pleistocene aquifers have been targeted as a safe source of drinking water in
South and Southeast Asia (Ahmed et al., 2006b; Fendorf et al., 2010). Reliance on these
aquifers has caused an increase in groundwater extraction, leading to subsurface changes in
hydrology that allow for the lateral and downward migration of As from elevated-As aquifers
to allegedly safe low-As aquifers (Erban et al., 2013; Knappett et al., 2016; Winkel et al.,
2011). This type of contamination is referred to as allogenic, where As contamination occurs
when As(III) is introduced from an external, neighboring aquifer and is transported to
contaminate groundwater. Oxidation of As(III) to As(V) generally decreases As mobility by
increasing As sorption onto aquifer minerals. Due to high surface areas and binding
affinities, Mn and Fe (hydr)oxides can adsorb metalloids and heavy metals in large
quantities, making them natural sinks for contaminants (Borch et al., 2009). Therefore, the
presence of these oxides in aquifers that are at risk for allogenic As contamination could
mitigate the risk of high As concentrations to well water.

Risk of allogenic As contamination to Pleistocene aquifers of S/SE Asia has been studied in
Vietnam (Postma et al., 2016; Shinkai et al., 2007; Winkel et al., 2011) and Bangladesh
(Burgess et al., 2010a; Dhar et al., 2008; Knappett et al., 2016; McArthur et al., 2016;
Michael and Khan, 2016; Michael and Voss, 2008a; Radloff et al., 2011b). Many of these
studies have used large-scale risk models to demonstrate or predict vertical and lateral
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leaching of As-enriched groundwater (Van Geen et al., 2013a; Winkel et al., 2011), and some
suggest that installation of deep groundwater wells promotes compaction and release of
dissolved arsenic loaded in deep clays (Erban et al., 2013). Though these studies highlight
the hydrological mechanisms for allogenic transport, they generally have not incorporated
comprehensive assessments on chemical variability into their studies, even though specific,
local geochemical factors will govern As mobility. Furthermore, it has been observed that
arsenic sorption significantly retards transport, which in turn extends the usability of deep
groundwater as a clean source of drinking water (Radloff et al., 2011b). Therefore, it’s
important to look at the geochemical processes on all scales.

The primary objectives of this research were to (1) elucidate the impact of geochemical
variability of Fe and Mn in Pleistocene sediment on arsenic attenuation of As introduced as
As(III), and (2) quantify the distribution and amount of As retained on sediments under flow
conditions. To achieve these objectives, Pleistocene sediment samples were collected from a
range of chemically variable locations and utilized in As(III) batch adsorption isotherm and
flow column experiments. Results indicate that in static systems, poorly crystalline Fe and
Mn control the sorption capacity of As, but under flow conditions Mn becomes a better
predictor for the behavior of allogenic As. Therefore, it is possible that Mn abundance and
reactivity could be used as a tool to assess the vulnerability of Pleistocene aquifers to future
As pollution from allogenic sources.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Field area
The field area from which the Pleistocene sediments were collected is located within the
Kien Svay District of the Kandal Province, southeast of Phnom Penh in Cambodia (Figure 1).
A detailed description of the field site, including groundwater characterization, is available in
a previous publication (Gillispie et al., 2016) and within the supporting information.

2.2. Sediment collection and analyses
Sediment samples were collected in January, 2015 and January, 2016 using a method
previously developed in Cambodia (Polizzotto et al., 2008). Nine sediment samples for this
study were chosen based on results from solid-phase depth distribution profiles from
collected cores at four previously drilled wells, MT20, MT30, ME10, and MW10. These
original wells were drilled in 2011 along the Pleistocene transect and Mekong River to gain
initial insight on the varying concentrations of Mn and Fe present within the system. For this
study, new sediment-collection wells were drilled within ca. 10 m of the original wells, and
are labeled MT20, MT30, ME10, and MW10. Nine sediment samples were collected, with
one at MT20 (18 m depth), two at MT30 (6 m and 21 m depth), four at ME10 (9 m, 18 m, 27
m, and 42 m) and two at MW10 (18 m and 39 m), chosen to reflect a representative range of
sediment As, Mn, and Fe concentrations and ratios (Table S2). Methods used for drilling
wells, collecting cores, and preserving samples can be found in a previous publication
(Gillispie et al., 2016). A table containing information on which experiments were done on
each sediment sample can be found in the supporting information (Table S1).
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All sediment samples were analyzed for (1) strong-acid-digestion As, Mn, and Fe
concentrations in solid phases (EPA, 1996), and (2) chemical fractionation of solid-phase Mn
and Fe by parallel extractions (Chao, 1972; Mehra and Jackson, 1958; Shuman, 1985).
Specific protocols for these analyses are provided in the Supporting Information.

2.3. Isotherms
Batch adsorption isotherm experiments were performed for all 5 well sites (9 samples total)
to characterize As(III) sorption behavior on Pleistocene sediments that contained varying
concentrations and reactivities of Mn and Fe oxides. Isotherm experiments were conducted in
an anaerobic glovebox (H2 ≈ 2.5%, N2 ≈ 97.5%) to simulate the geochemical conditions of
the Pleistocene aquifer in our field area.

Two liters of anaerobic water were made by boiling deionized water while purging it with
nitrogen gas. After several hours, the bottle was sealed and placed into the glovebox where
experimental solutions were made. A background solution of 0.01 M KCl and 0.025 M
HEPES [4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid], mimicking a solution
previously used in batch As studies on Pleistocene Cambodian sediment (Gillispie et al.,
2016), was buffered to a pH of 7.0, roughly the average pH of the Pleistocene groundwater.
An As(III) standard solution of 5.0 mg/L was made using NaAsO2 and 500 mL of the
buffered salt solution.

Sediment core samples were tested for each site. In triplicate, ten different initial
concentrations of As were applied to the samples: 0 μg/L, 50 μg/L, 100 μg/L 250 μg/L, 500
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μg/L, 1,000 μg/L, 1,500 μg/L, 2,000 μg/L, 3,000 μg/L, and 5,000 μg/L. One gram of fieldmoist sediment was added to 15 mL centrifuge tubes, and As-standard and buffered-salt
solutions were added in certain volumes depending on the desired As concentration, in order
to reach a final volume of 10 mL. Controls were run for all samples, and included: 0 μg/L As
in the buffered salt solution with solids added (in triplicate), no solid and 1000 μg/L As in the
buffered salt solution (in duplicate), and no solid with 0 μg/L As added to the buffered salt
solution (in duplicate). Samples were shaken for 48 hr, pH-adjusted at 24 hr and 48 hr, if
necessary, then filtered and acidified, all under anaerobic conditions. The resulting filtered
and acidified samples were analyzed for As by ICP-MS (Agilent 7500cx) at the UNC
Gillings School of Global Public Health. Detection limit for As was ≤0.05 μg/L.

Freundlich and Langmuir models were calculated for the isotherm data and used to describe
the distribution of As between solid and aqueous phases at equilibrium. The Freundlich
empirical equation used was 𝑞𝑞 = 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑐 𝑁𝑁 , where q is the mass of As sorbed per mass of solid-

phase material, Kf is the partitioning coefficient, c is the concentration of As in solution in
equilibrium, and N is a fitted exponent. The Langmuir empirical equation used was 𝑞𝑞 =
𝑏𝑏 × 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐

, where q is the mass of As sorbed per mass of solid-phase material, Kc is the

(1+ 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 )

partitioning coefficient, and b is a parameter that conveys maximum adsorption. Dissolved
As (mg/L) was corrected from desorption of As already present on the solid-phase material
by subtracting the dissolved As measured in the zerio-input sample from all dissolved As
contents and then plotted against adsorbed As (mg/kg) data. The plotted data were then
linearized to obtain the values for the Freundlich and Langmuir equations and fitted to the
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models. The partitioning coefficient and adsorption maximums were then compared among
sediment samples.

2.4. Arsenite flow columns
Arsenic column-flow experiments were conducted on four samples (MT30 21 m, MT20 18
m, ME10 42 m, and MW10 18 m) to determine the effect of naturally varying contents of Mn
and Fe in Pleistocene sediments on the transport and retention of allogenic As(III) under flow
conditions. Wet sediment was measured out (sediment weight range of 50 g to 89.5 g based
on sediment availability) into the columns. Columns were run in duplicate for 149 hours,
after which sediment from one of the column pairs was harvested for analysis. The remaining
columns continued to run for ca. 498 hours had passed, a length of time chosen based on
isotherm-derived estimates of expected breakthrough. However, only one column was run for
498 h for sample MW10 18 m due to a lack of sediment available for a second column.

Column experiments were conducted using borosilicate-glass chromatography columns (2.5
x 10 cm, Econo-Column®; BIORAD) fitted with polypropylene and polyethylene
accessories. A fixed porous polymer bed support was located at the bottom of each column.
A peristaltic pump (Watson Marlow, 403U/VM4.) was used to pump input solution through
the columns and Watson-Marlow single-segment orange and yellow manifold tubing (0.5
mm inner diameter) was used to deliver solution to the columns.

The input solution consisting of 0.01 M KCl, 0.025 M HEPES, 500 μg/L KBr (conservative
tracer), and 1000 μg/L NaAsO2, was buffered to pH 7, and was made and stored in an
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anaerobic glove box (H2 ≈ 2.5%, N2 ≈ 97.5%). Deionized water was sterilized in an
autoclave (120 °C, 30 minutes) and cooled under a stream of N2 to deplete O2. Before the
experiment was run, the columns were flushed for the duration of at least 2 column volumes
(~ 35 h) with influent solution containing no NaAsO2 at a rate of 3.6 mL/h. The first
sampling day (day 0) began immediately after the columns were flushed and the As(III) input
solution began eluting from the column.

After roughly 14 hours of flushing, 1.0 mg/L As(III) solution was introduced, and effluent
was collected every hour between 0 and 30 hours, every two to four hours until about 66
hours, and then roughly every 12 hours until the completion of the experiment. Collected
effluent was filtered using a 0.2 μm filter, acidified using concentrated nitric acid, and stored
at 4°C until analysis. Additionally, select influent and effluent samples were selected
throughout the duration of the experiment for As(III) analysis following As species
separation with As speciation cartridges (MetalSoft). Resulting filtered and acidified
samples, along with input solution samples, were analyzed for As, Mn, Fe, and Br by ICPMS. The pH of effluent solution measured at the end of the experiment was 6.63.

Retardation factors (R) and diffusion-dispersion coefficients (D) were estimated for the four
sediments by using the column experimental data and the simplified solute transport model
for one-dimensional transport of solute
C/Co = 0.5erfc[(Rz – vt)/(4DRt)0.5]
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[Eq. (1)]

where C is the outflow concentration, Co is the inflow concentration, v is pore-water velocity,
t is time and erfc1 is the complementary error function. Expressing t in terms of pore volume
(P), length of column (L), and pore water velocity by
t = PL/v

[Eq. (2)]

Amoozegar et al. (1983) presented a simple procedure to estimate R and D based on outflow
concentration (C) for a step input of solute (concentration Co) into a semi-infinite soil column
by
𝑅𝑅 = 𝑎𝑎⁄𝑏𝑏 ,

𝐷𝐷 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿⁄4𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ,

with

and

[Eq. (3)]

𝑎𝑎 =

𝑛𝑛 ∑[𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖0.5 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −1 (2𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 )]− ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ∑[𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −1 (2𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 )/𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖0.5 ]
𝑛𝑛2 − ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ∑(1⁄𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 )

𝑏𝑏 = (𝑎𝑎⁄𝑛𝑛) ∑(1⁄𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ) − (1⁄𝑛𝑛) ∑[𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −1 (2 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 )/𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖0.5 ] ,

[Eq. (4)]

[Eq. (5)]

[Eq. (6)]

In the above equations, Ci/Co and Pi are the ith experimental point on the breakthrough curve,
n is the total number of experimental points, and erfc-1(2C/Co) is the inverse complementary
error function of 2C/Co. Table 1 presents the calculated R and D for the four sediment
samples investigated in the column experiments. Also shown are the corresponding R values
estimated from the empirical distribution constant k, obtained from the experimental batch
experiments using the Freundlich model, by
𝑅𝑅 = 1 + 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 ⁄𝜃𝜃 ,
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where ρ is porosity; and θ is sediment density (Van Genuchten et al., 1982). Using the
estimated R and D values, breakthrough curves by the simplified model (Eq. [1]) were
compared with the actual data (Figure 6). Further column information can be found in the
Supporting Information.

3. Results
3.1. Sediment characterization
Previous characterization of sediments from our field site is described in detail in the
Supporting Information and in Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation. In general, solid-phase
As concentrations ranged from 0.6 mg/kg to 10 mg/kg across the field site, resulting in
variability in sedimentary As:Mn and As:Fe ratios (Chapter 2, Table 2). Furthermore, solidphase Mn and Fe concentrations also varied across the field site, with Mn concentrations
ranging from 51 mg/kg to 862 mg/kg and Fe concentrations ranging from 1678 mg/kg to
29267 mg/kg.

Parallel extractions were used to determine the fractionation of Mn and Fe bound to sediment
throughout our Pleistocene aquifer samples. The extractants magnesium nitrate (Mg(NO3)2),
hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH2OHHCl), sodium citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite, and
strong-acid-digested were designed to selectively extract elements found in exchangeable,
amorphous-oxide, crystalline-oxide, and “total” (environmentally available) phases,
respectively (Figure 2A and B). Manganese and Fe bound in residual phases were determined
as the difference between the sum of the first three extractants and “total” concentrations.
Excluding Fe in the residual fraction, which made up over half of the Fe bound to sediment,
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the majority of Fe was CBD-extractable Fe (ca. 30%). Similarly, the dominant fraction of Mn
across all samples was CBD-extractable (ca. 34%), however residual Mn made up roughly
38% of the fractions of Mn throughout all samples. Hydroxylamine-extractable Fe and Mn
were the next most abundant fractions (5.6% and 24%, respectively) in all sediment samples,
followed by magnesium-nitrate-extractable fractions, which made up only 0.3% and 6.3% of
Fe and Mn in sediment, respectively.

3.2. Adsorption isotherms
Adsorption of As(III) on Pleistocene sediment produced nonlinear isotherms for all samples,
although model isotherm fit parameters and sorption capacities of the sediments were highly
variable. In general, Freundlich and Langmuir models produced good fits for all samples;
however, Langmuir models produced better fits for all samples except MW10 39 m (Figure
S1). Freundlich binding coefficients, “Kf”, ranged from 0.7 to 83.7 across the suite samples.
Maximum observed As sorbed, an experimentally defined number based on the amount of As
sorbed by sediment after input of the highest initial aqueous As concentration, ranged from
0.8 mg/kg to 69 mg/kg across the Pleistocene sediments, whereas calculated adsorption
maxima (Langmuir parameter “b”) varied from 1.3 mg/kg to 100 mg/kg. Sample ME10 9m
showed the highest sorption capacity for As (b = 100 mg/kg), whereas sample MW10 39m
showed the lowest capacity for As (b = 1.3 mg/kg) (Figure 3).

Figure 4 shows the relationship of model fit parameters with extractable sediment Fe and Mn
concentrations. For both Fe and Mn concentrations in sediment, total, amorphous,
exchangeable, and residual phases all had weak or no correlation with maximum As sorption
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(Figure S2). However, Langmuir maximum adsorption constant “b”, Freundlich binding
affinity constant “Kf”, and maximum observed As sorption were strongly correlated with Mn
and Fe associated in the crystalline-oxide extraction phase (Figure 4). For all the parameters,
Mn correlated more strongly than Fe and was most strongly correlated to maximum As
sorbed (r2 = 0.98).

3.3. Arsenite flow columns
Arsenic breakthrough curves for the four different sediments used in column experiments are
plotted in Figure 5. Breakthrough occurred earlier for two samples (MW10 18 m and ME10
42 m) and was delayed for the remaining two (MT20 18 m and MT30 21 m). Breakthrough
occurred when C/Co was equivalent to 1, which was 65.9 h for ME10 42 m and MW10 18 m
and 284 h for MT30 21 m. Breakthrough did not occur for MT20 18 m. For the duration of
the column (ca. 460 h), an average of 20% of the As in solution was As(V) throughout the
experiment, with some variability at different time points and with different sediment (Figure
S3).

Retardation factors (R) and diffusion-dispersion coefficients (D) were calculated for all four
samples using experimental data and a solute flow equation for a step input of solute into a
semi-infinite soil column (Amoozegar-Fard et al., 1983). Retardation varied across samples
and D was correlated with but not directly related to R (r2 = 0.96). Column sediment from
MT20 18 m was estimated to have the highest retardation factor (R = 28.6), whereas MT30
21 m, ME10 42 m, and MW10 39 m decreased in R (8.7, 7.1, and 3.0, respectively).
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Diffusion-dispersion coefficient values had a similar trend, with MT20 18 m having the
greatest D value (0.01093 cm2/s) and MW10 18 m having the lowest D (0.00050 cm2/s).

Figure 7 shows correlations of R and D with isotherm parameters and crystalline-oxide-phase
Mn and Fe. When compared to isotherm parameters “b”, “Kf”, and maximum As sorbed, R
correlated slightly less than D, and both R and D were correlated most strongly with
maximum As sorbed (R2 = 0.48 and 0.59 respectively). Crystalline-oxide-phase Mn had a
strong correlation with R and D (R2 = 0.78 and 0.87), whereas correlations with crystalline
oxide-phase Fe were relatively weak in comparison (R2 = 0.16 and 0.15 respectively).
Furthermore, Mn in the exchangeable phase had the strongest correlation out of all
extractions (R2 = 0.96).

4. Discussion
4.1. Arsenic transport and variability across sediments
The removal of As(III) out of solution was controlled by sediment chemistry, in which
geochemical differences across the Pleistocene sediments caused variations in the
sorption/retention of allogenic As. The observed variability among maximum sorption and
binding coefficients (“b” and “Kf”) from adsorption isotherms demonstrate that the depth and
location of a well site govern the extent to which As will remain in solution. Furthermore,
observed correlations between Fe and Mn with As(III) sorption parameters derived from the
batch experiments reveal that the more abundant and less labile fractions of Fe and Mn
present within a well site, the greater the amount of As that can be removed from solution.
According to correlations with Mn and Fe fractions with retardation factors (R) derived from
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flow column data, the ability of sediment to inhibit As transport may be predicted by its
abundance of crystalline Mn oxides.

4.2. Role of redox processes on As retention
It is likely that the main biogeochemical processes for retention of allogenic As(III) in
Pleistocene sediments is adsorption of As, although redox processes also influence As
removal from solution. Within mixed media systems, such as Fe- and Mn-oxide-bearing
sediments, introduced As(III) will interact with Mn oxides to undergo kinetically controlled
oxidation to As(V) (Nesbitt et al., 1998), and the As(V) produced will then diffuse and
adsorb onto Fe oxides (Ying et al., 2012b). The oxidation of As(III) by Mn oxides has been
previously discussed in the literature through experimental and geochemical modeling
studies (Lafferty et al., 2010c; Manning et al., 2002b; Scott and Morgan, 1995; Stollenwerk
et al., 2007a; Tournassat et al., 2002; Ying et al., 2011), where the overall general reaction is:

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂2 + 𝐻𝐻3 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑂𝑂3 + 2𝐻𝐻 + → 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2+ + 𝐻𝐻3 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑉𝑉 𝑂𝑂4 + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂

[Eq. (7)].

However, As(III) oxidation by Mn-oxides typically involves two dominant steps, where
Mn(IV) is reduced to Mn(III) and then the intermediate reaction product MnOOH reacts with
As(III) producing Mn2+ and As(V) (Lafferty et al., 2010a; Ying et al., 2012b). In controlled
systems, rapid uptake of As(III) by MnO2 is apparent, as well as formation of both soluble
and adsorbed As(V) (Manning et al., 2002b). Thus, the presence of dissolved As(V) in our
experiments is consistent with mechanisms of either the desorption of As(V) from sediments
or As(III) oxidation occurring on Mn-oxides but not adsorbing, e.g., on Fe-oxides.
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4.3. Application to Pleistocene aquifers and groundwater systems
Allogenic As contamination to Pleistocene aquifers has been observed in several regions,
though most notably in Vietnam (Erban et al., 2013; Kuroda et al., 2017; Postma et al., 2012;
Postma et al., 2016; Shinkai et al., 2007; Winkel et al., 2011). According to a prior
adsorption study utilizing Pleistocene sediment, the most likely electron acceptors for As(III)
in these sediments are Mn(III)/Mn(IV) and Fe(III) oxides (Stollenwerk et al., 2007a). Our
characterization of Fe oxide phases was in agreement with Stollenwerk et al. (2007), where
the dominant Fe(III) mineral phase was also found to be crystalline Fe oxides. According to
their results, As(III) was predicted to be stable in the presence of more crystalline Fe oxides.
However, experimental studies (not using Pleistocene sediment) showed that oxidation of
As(III) by Fe(III) is negligible around pH 7 (Cherry et al., 1979), and most studies that have
quantified adsorption of As(III) found no evidence of oxidation by either ferrihydrite or
goethite (e.g. (Manning et al., 1998b); (Jain and Loeppert, 2000)). Therefore, it is likely that
the main driver behind removal of allogenic As(III) from the groundwater of Pleistocene
aquifers is the oxidation of As(III) by Mn oxides.

5. Environmental Implications
Biogeochemical processes impacting the mobility and attenuation of allogenic As can be
variable across Pleistocene aquifer sediments due to heterogeneity at the pore- and well-sitescales. In this study, we investigated the impact of sediment heterogeneity and Mn-oxide
reactivity on As retardation and sorption under reducing conditions in flow and static
systems. Our results indicate that abundant crystalline Fe and Mn oxides can lead to the
retardation of allogenic As(III) transport, where Mn oxides are likely the main drivers of
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As(III) oxidation. Once As becomes oxidized, As(V) is mostly sorbed by the sediments,
although some As(V) also may persist in solution. In our study, the important role of Mn
oxides was reflected in the observed correlations of modeled As sorption parameters from
isotherm and column studies with sediment Mn-oxide content. Collectively, these results
suggest that Mn oxide abundance and lability in sediments could be used as a predictor for
groundwater pollution potential from allogenic sources.
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Figure 1. Field Area. Our research site is located in the Kandal Province of Cambodia,
southeast of Phnom Penh. Dotted circles represent arsenic concentrations in domestic wells.
The yellow box represents the Pleistocene aquifer and our field area. Labeled stars represent
newly drilled monitoring wells where sediment cores were obtained and preserved for
analyses. Sample sites MT20 and MT30 were drilled and cores collected in January 2015
(purple and yellow stars); ME10 (profile 1), ME10 (profile 2), and MW10 were drilled and
cores collected in February 2016 (blue, green, and red stars).
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Figure 2. Manganese (A) and iron (B) parallel extractions. Subsamples of sediment from
each sample location and depth were exposed to four extraction solutions that corresponded
to various elemental fractions: magnesium nitrate (“exchangeable”), hydroxylamine
hydrochloride (“amorphous”), sodium citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite (“poorly crystalline”),
and strong acid digested corresponded (“total”). Total concentrations presented here
represent the amount of Mn and Fe only associated with that fraction, where the other
fractions that could be possibly encompassed were subtracted out. Error bars represent
standard deviations of triplicate samples.
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Figure 3. Adsorption isotherms fit with Langmuir model. Data points are plotted as
symbols for each sample and solid lines represent Langmuir fits. Error bars represent
standard deviation of triplicate samples.
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Figure 4. Citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite extractable (CBD) Fe and Mn correlations with
isotherm parameters. CBD extractable Mn and Fe were correlated with Langmuir
parameter “b’, Freundlich “Kf”, and maximum As sorbed (calculated at highest As(III) input
solution, mg/kg), where CBD extractable concentrations represented crystalline-oxide
fractions (excluding exchangeable and amorphous fractions). Horizontal error bars represent
standard deviation of triplicates for CBD-extractable Mn and Fe. Vertical error bars, where
present, represent standard deviation of calculated As sorbed from isotherm triplicates at As
input solution of 5 mg/L.
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Figure 5. Column breakthrough curves. A 1000 μg/L NaAsO2 solution was passed through
four packed sediment columns for roughly 463 hours (ca. 62 to 98 pore volumes) after being
flushed with 0 μg/L NaAsO2 solution for 33 hours. C/Co (C, the concentration of As in
solution; Co, concentration of As in the input solution) is plotted against pore volume for
each of the sediment samples. Full column data (including duplicates) are provided in the
Supporting Information (Figure S4).
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Figure 6. Modeled breakthrough curves. Interpolated pore volume values from
experimental data were plotted against C/Co values ranging from 0.05 to 0.95 (increments of
0.05) for each sediment column. Calculated R and D values from experimental column data
were used to create a modeled breakthrough curve predicting As transport for each sediment
(solid line). Retardation factors were then calculated using the distribution constant Kf
obtained from the Freundlich model for the adsorption isotherms and applied to modeled
breakthrough curves in a closed system (dashed line). Ref a: Amoozergar-Fard et al. [1983].
Ref b: van Genuchten and Alves [1982].
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Figure 7. Retardation factors and dispersion coefficients for column samples and
sediment crystalline oxide content. Calculated retardation factors (R) and dispersion
coefficients (D) for column samples ME10 42 m, MT20 18 m, MW10 18 m, and MT30 21 m
are plotted against crystalline Mn and Fe content. Error bars represent the standard deviation
of triplicates for CBD-extractable Mn and Fe concentrations.
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Table 1. Experimental parameters for 9 samples. Crystalline Fe and Mn concentrations are reported as the amount of Fe and
Mn associated with crystalline phases only. Langmuir adsorption maximum constant “b” and Freundlich binding constant “Kf”
were derived from modeled fits for each sample from adsorption isotherm experiments. Maximum As sorbed was determined as
the total As sorbed after an input of 5 mg/L As in isotherm experiments. Retardation factors, R (Ref a), and dispersion
coefficients, D, for each sample were calculated using simple model equations for experimental column data and R (Ref b) was
calculated from experimental isotherm data. Ref a: Amoozergar-Fard et al. [1983]. Ref b: van Genuchten and Alves [1982].

Sample
ME 10.1 18m
ME 10.1 27m
ME 10.2 9m
MT 20.1 18m
MT 30.1 21m
MT 30.1 6m
ME 10.2 42m
MW 10.1 18m
MW 10.1 39m

Crystalline Fe
-mg/kg13165
11383
76
2939
4084
4967
1144
1315
799

Crystalline
Mn
-mg/kg312.9
325.0
-80.8
108.0
61.3
225.4
23.3
48.7
1.5

Langmuir "b"

Freunlich "Kf"

52.1
63.7
100.0
15.1
22.9
39.2
3.7
8.8
1.3

41.3
43.8
83.7
5.5
7.4
24.3
1.8
2.9
0.7
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Maximum
As sorbed
-mg/kg42.7
47.0
69.0
20.7
15.9
32.1
5.6
13.6
0.8

R
Ref a
28.61
8.65
7.05
2.98
-

R
Ref b
24.62
40.65
5.91
6.42
-

D
-cm2/s0.0109
0.0019
0.0005
0.0005
-

CHAPTER 5

Conclusion
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1. Summary
Low-As Pleistocene aquifers of South and Southeast Asia are being targeted as “safe”
sources of drinking water (Ahmed et al., 2006), though recent studies have shown these
aquifers to be vulnerable to As pollution of groundwater (Burgess et al., 2010; Khan et al.;
Knappett et al.; Michael and Voss, 2008; Radloff et al.). Lateral or vertical intrusion of As
from enriched Holocene aquifers (allogenic As contamination) and release of sedimentbound As (geogenic As contamination) after the input of dissolved organic carbon have been
shown to occur following increased extraction of groundwater. Because of this, some
research has begun to investigate the role of Pleistocene sediments on the attenuation of As
transport and release (McArthur et al., 2008; Van Geen et al., 2013; Van Geen et al., 2007;
Winkel et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2014).

Research in this dissertation aimed to test the model that the abundance and reactivity of
manganese-oxide minerals can be used as a tool for predicting the arsenic pollution potential
of aquifers. Specifically, the central hypothesis of this work was that a greater abundance of
reactive Mn oxides present in Pleistocene aquifer sediments will allow for greater oxidation
and/or sorption of allogenic As(III) in a groundwater system and the inhibition of geogenic
As release, thus reducing the chances of As contamination to a low-As aquifer. Overall, Mn
oxides increase the oxidation/removal of As(III) out of solution and inhibit the release of
sedimentary-As; however, this is often coupled with complex co-occurring biogeochemical
processes. These findings suggest that 1) manganese oxides could provide a quick and easily
measureable tool for predicting As behavior at an individual well-site and 2) incorporating
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Pleistocene sediment pore-scale to field-scale variability into existing geochemical models
would allow for creation of more accurate As pollution vulnerability maps.

1.1. Chemical distributions and variability of arsenic, manganese, and iron within
Pleistocene aquifer sediments
Research in Chapter 2 defined relationships between As, Mn and Fe concentrations and
determined to some degree in which Mn oxides relate to As concentrations in sediment solid
phases. According to our results, accumulation of solid-phase As occurred in sediment with
greater amounts of both Fe and Mn but, according to sediment extraction data, was more
likely to be associated with the abundance of amorphous and crystalline Fe-oxides than Mn
oxides. However, As speciation was variable throughout the Pleistocene and therefore,
although As(V) was the dominant oxidation state of sedimentary As, As(III) was present in
microenvironments across the aquifer. Furthermore, aquifer redox conditions were suboxic
and detected Mn and Fe minerals would be predicted to be reactive under such conditions,
where Mn occurred mostly as Mn(III) oxides and birnessite and Fe as goethite, ferrihydrite,
or some phyllosilicate. The combination of these reactive minerals, a suboxic redox zone,
and co-occurrence of As(III/V) suggests that the quantity of reactive Mn oxides available for
reduction will control where and when As and Fe could reductively mobilized.

Solid-phase chemical data varied across spatial scales and in a series of metrics within our
Pleistocene aquifer. Characterization of a range of sediments showed that chemical
reactivity, mineralogical composition, and elemental concentrations varied across the entire
field area, with depth at a single well location, and in microenvironments within an
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individual sample. Our data suggest that the Pleistocene aquifer of the Kandal Province,
Cambodia is potentially vulnerable to future pollution of As due to increasing demand in
low-As groundwater for drinking water in the region, its location bordering a high-As
aquifer, and the Mn-reducing groundwater redox conditions. However, the chemical
variability within a well site and across the aquifer can influence the extent at which
geogenic and/or allogenic As would occur. In order to best predict risk of future arsenic
pollution, a deeper understanding of the heterogeneity of Pleistocene sediments and the
impact of microenvironments on arsenic behavior is essential.

1.2. Chemical controls on abiotic and biotic release of geogenic arsenic from Pleistocene
aquifer sediments to groundwater
Research in Chapter 3 comparatively quantified the extent to which Mn oxides may buffer Fe
reduction and concomitant As release from sediments when dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
is introduced into an aquifer. According to our results, the extent of the release of geogenic
As into solution was not only dictated by the type of DOC introduced to or by the Pleistocene
sediments, but also by the initial sediment chemistry. Sediments contained varying initial
concentrations of solid-phase As, Mn, and Fe, but As release ultimately occurred over time
whether or not organic carbon was introduced to the sediments. Nonetheless, across a range
of treatments and sediments, the cumulative amount of As released to solution was positively
correlated with the percent of CBD-extractable Mn released from the sediments. This finding
suggests that Mn release is a key factor regulating the potential for geogenic As release to
solution.
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Our results reveal how the specific chemical nature of sediments and carbon sources define
the mechanisms and extent of geogenic As release to groundwater. Our findings suggest that
simple solid-phase metrics, such as extractable Mn content, and groundwater analyses, such
as DOC reactivity, could be used as predictors for the arsenic pollution potential of aquifers.
Overall, removal of Mn oxides from sediments enhances the potential for geogenic As
release to solution, whether induced by biotic or abiotic processes, emphasizing the
importance of Mn oxides for buffering redox conditions and inhibiting As release.

1.3. Impact of sediment heterogeneity and Mn-oxide reactivity on arsenic retardation and
sorption in a Pleistocene aquifer
Research in Chapter 4 quantified how Mn and Fe abundance and lability influence allogenic
As(III) sorption and transport in Pleistocene aquifers. According to our results, in static
systems, the sorption capacity and maximum amount of As sorbed were directly related to
the abundance of crystalline Mn oxides but also correlated strongly with the abundance of
crystalline Fe oxides. However, under flow conditions, the retardation and dispersion of As
transport were only strongly correlated to the abundance of crystalline Mn oxides, suggesting
that the presence of Mn-oxides limits allogenic As transport.

Many studies have used large-scale risk models to demonstrate or predict vertical and lateral
leaching of As-enriched groundwater. Though these studies highlight the hydrological
mechanisms for allogenic transport, they generally haven’t incorporated comprehensive
assessments of chemical variability into their studies, even though specific, local
geochemical factors will govern As mobility. Furthermore, it has been observed that arsenic
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sorption significantly retards transport, which in turn extends the usability of deep
groundwater as a clean source of drinking water. Based on our results, incorporating
geochemical processes on all scales and assessing the abundance and reactivity of Mn could
help provide more accurate models and more easily accessible tools to assess the
vulnerability of Pleistocene aquifers to future As pollution.

1.4. Final thoughts
The research in this dissertation addressed challenges with quantifying complex
biogeochemical processes occurring with chemically variable natural sediments. It begins to
fill in the knowledge gaps that were created by large-scale vulnerability studies and
molecular-scale experimental analyses, focusing on the role of Mn oxides on As mobility.
Thus, this work develops a more realistic understanding of how sediment heterogeneity
significantly impacts the biogeochemical processes driving As behavior and the important
role Mn oxides play in contributing to the redox cycling of As.

While it is important to focus research objectives around naturally occurring sediment
variability, I believe that the work completed in this dissertation has opened the door for
more controlled studies that can better differentiate the regulators behind these
biogeochemical processes, especially between Fe and Mn. Additionally, we’ve identified that
crystalline-oxide fractions of Mn can be used as a tool for predicting the As pollution
potential of Pleistocene aquifers and now this needs to be tested with in-situ extractions and
applied to predictive models.
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ADDITIONAL METHODS

Manganese X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy. A wide range of
manganese standards were used in the linear combination fitting of the XANES data. Below
is a list of the standards used in initial assessment of the fitting.
Obtained from C.M. Santelli S.M. Webb A.C. Dohnalkova and C.M. Hansel, Diversity of Mn
oxides produced by Mn(II)-oxidizing fungi. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 2011. 75,
2762-2776.
Cryptomelane:K(Mn4+,Mn2+)8O16
Gaudefroyite Ca4Mn+33-x(BO3)3(CO3)(O,OH)3
Hausmanite: α-Mn2+Mn3+2O4
Hureaulite: Mn5(PO4)2(PO3(OH))2 •4H2O
Metaswitzerite: Mn3(PO4)2·4 H2O
MnCO3
Norrishite: K(Mn+32Li)Si4O10O2
Parsettensite: K1.2Mn8(Si,Al)12O26(OH)10
Purpurite: (Mn,Fe)PO4
Rhodochrosite:Mn2+CO3
Spessartine:
Obtained from O.W. Duckworth N.A. Rivera T.G. Gardner M.Y. Andrews C.M. Santelli and
M.L. Polizzotto, Morphology, structure, and metal binding mechanisms of biogenic
manganese oxides in a superfund site treatment system. Environmental Science: Processes &
Impacts, 2017. 19, 50-58.
Birnessite: Na0.3Ca0.1K0.1Mn4+Mn3+O4•1.5(H2O)
MnO2
Hexagonal-birnessite: δ-MnO2
K-Birnessite
Mg-Birnessite
MnCl2
MnSO4

Iron X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy and extended X-ray
absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS). A wide range of iron standards were used
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in the linear combination fitting of the XANES and EXAFS data. Below is a list of the
standards used in initial assessment of the fitting.

Augite: (Ca,Na)(Mg,Fe,Al)(Al,Si)2O6
Biotite: K(Mg,Fe)2-3Al1-2Si2-3O10(OH,F)2
Ferrihydrite: Fe3+2O3•0.5(H2O)
Ferrosmectite
FeSO4
Geothite: FeO(OH)
Hematite: Fe2O3
Ilmenite: FeTiO3
Lepidocrocite: γ-FeO(OH)
Magnetite: Fe2+Fe3+2O4
Purpurite: (Mn,Fe)PO4
Pyrite: FeS2
Siderite: FeCO3
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Figure S1. Arsenic, manganese, and iron depth profiles for each well site. Concentrations
were obtained from well drillings collected every 1.5 m and reported as acid-digested totals.
Error bars represent standard deviations of duplicates.
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Figure S2. Correlation plots of Mn/Fe and As concentrations from well cuttings. Strong
acid-digested totals of Mn and Fe were plotted against As from well cuttings for each well
site.
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Figure S3. Arsenic μ-XANES on various regions of sediment samples compared to
As(V) and As(III) standards. Standards used for As(V) and As(III) oxidation state
comparison were NaAsO2 (As(III)) and Na2HAsO4 (As(V)).
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Figure S4. Manganese sequential extractions. Each sediment sample was exposed to a
series of sequential extractants, where extractants corresponds to Mn bound in various
fractions: ionically bound (magnesium chloride-extractable), strongly adsorbed (monosodium
phosphate-extractable), Mn oxides (hydrochloric acid-extractable), amorphous Fe
oxyhydroxides (ammonium oxalate/oxalic acid-extractable), and crystalline Fe
oxyhydroxides (sodium citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite-extractable). Residual concentrations
were the difference of the sum of the concentration of Mn from all extractants subtracted by
the acid-digested totals of Mn for each sediment.
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Table S1. Sediment texture analysis. Particle size distribution ran by the Environmental and Agricultural Testing Services Lab at
North Carolina State University using the hydrometer method was applied for sediment from each well site and sample depth.
Sand

Silt

Clay

USDA

Sample
Location and
Depth

%

%

%

Class.

ME 10 27m
MW 10 18m
ME10 18m
ME 10 42m
MW 10 39m
ME 10 9m
MT 30 21m
MT 20 18m

7.9
61.3
10.6
92.3
91.4
7.7
91.2
91.1

38.4
19.9
54.1
1.2
2.1
43.5
3.6
4

53.7
18.8
35.2
6.6
6.6
48.8
5.2
4.9

clay
sandy loam
silty clay loam
sand
sand
silty clay
sand
sand

MT 30 6m

62.9

17

20

sandy clay loam
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Table S2. Iron bulk XANES and EXAFS fits. Linear combination fitting “best fits” were reported for three samples after bulk
Fe XANES and EXAFS analyses. Program uncertainties are reported and are known to vary anywhere between 5 and 10%.

MT30 21 m
Standards

Ferrosmectite
Goethite
Ferrihydrite

XANES
Percent Error (%)

18.5
56.7
24.9

0.6
0.4
0.5

R-factor

0.00009

Standards

Ferrosmectite
Goetite
Hornblende

EXAFS
Percent

36
42
22

Error

R-factor

4
3
3

0.09745

Error

R-factor

2
3
3

0.04630

Error

R-factor

-

-

MT30 6 m
Standards

Ferrosmectite
Goethite

XANES
Percent Error (%)

52.9
47.1

0.3
0.3

R-factor

0.00006

Standards

Ferrosmectite
Goethite
Purpurite

EXAFS
Percent

37
36
27

MT20 18 m
Standards

Goethite

XANES
Percent Error (%)

100

0.05

R-factor

Standards

0.00089

N/A
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EXAFS
Percent

-

Table S3. Manganese bulk XANES fits using linear combination fitting. Manganese
minerals and likely oxidation states present in sediment were approximated using best fits
from linear combination fitting. Percent composition was normalized and error ranged from
1- 5%.
Well
Site
MT30

Depth
(m)
6

MT30

Mn
Oxidation
State
Percent Error

Standards

Rfactor

Purpurite
Birnessite
MnO2

3
4
4

54
25
21

0.5
2
2

0.0003

21

Purpurite
Na-Birnessite

3
4

77
23

1.5
1.5

0.0010

MT20

18

Parsettensite
Mn2O3
Na-Birnessite

2
3
4

34
42
25

0.5
2
2

0.0010

ME10

9

Metaswitzerite
MnCO3

2
2

40
60

1
1

0.0055

MW10

18

Metaswitzerite
MnCO3

2
2

51
49

0.5
0.5

0.0017

ME10

27

Parsettensite
Manganate
Mn2O3

2
3
3

27
44
29

0.5
1.5
2

0.0008

ME10

18

Parsettensite
HexagonalBirnessite
Mg-Birnessite
Mn2O3

2

15

0.5

0.0001

4
4
3

32
23
30

1.5
1.5
1
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Appendix b (Supporting Information for Chapter 3)
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Table S1. Field and lab characterization of sediments used in incubation experiments.
Sediment subsamples from each core were photographed in the field and left out to dry prior
to documentation for Munsell color and grain size. Total carbon was measured from
preserved core samples.
Location

MT20

MT30

MT30

Depth (m)

18

6

21

2 mm +/- 0.5 mm

2 mm +/- 1 mm

1 mm +/- 0.5 mm

VC

C-VC

C

303

824

3544

Orange matrix with
black mottles; well
sorted

Orange matrix with
black, clear, and tan
mottles; moderately
sorted

Orange matrix;
well sorted

Grain Size

Total Carbon (mg/kg)

Description

Sample Image
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Table S2. Maximum observed elemental release from incubations of three sediments
with lactate, no labile C, or lactate + azide. Data are shown as the percentage of initial
CBD-extractable element released from sediments. Biotic release represents the difference in
elemental release between lactate and lactate + azide treatments.
Location and
Depth (m)

#

MT20.1 18m

Treatment#

Lac

As

61

50

Mn

92

Fe

58

No C
Az
-%-

MT30.1 6m
Bio

Lac

No C
Az
-%-

34

36

51

17

46

53

41

176

23

14

44

38

MT30.1 21m
Bio

Lac

4

48

14

13

5

9

136

56

124

194

100

80

114

5

5

36

10

6

2

8

Lac: lactate addition; Az: lactate + azide; Bio: biotic release
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No C
Az
-%-

Bio

Table S3. Maximum observed elemental release from incubations of one sediment with
varied DOC sources (lactate, acetate, humic acid, fulvic acid, and no labile C), with and
without sodium azide. Data are shown as the percentage of initial CBD-extractable element
released from sediments. Biotic release represents the difference in elemental release
between DOC and DOC + azide treatments.
Lactate

Acetate

Humic Acid

Fulvic Acid

No C

Treatment#
C

Az

Bio

C

-%-

#

Az

Bio

C

-%-

Az

Bio

C

-%-

Az

Bio

C

-%-

Az

Bio

-%-

As

11

2

9

7

1

6

18

10

11

16

14

7

8

1

8

Mn

126

45

81

93

42

51

215

75

140

106

88

18

63

43

20

8
0.3
8
2
0.03
2
16
Fe
C: DOC addition; Az: DOC + azide; Bio: biotic release

4

12

14

6

9

1

0.1

1
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Figure S1. Aqueous As, Mn, and Fe concentration profiles for 9-month incubations of
three Pleistocene sediment samples (MT20.1 18m; MT30.1 6m; MT30.1 21m) with
lactate (green lines), no labile dissolved organic carbon addition (blue lines), and lactate
+ sodium azide (red lines) solutions. Average aqueous concentrations of As, Mn, and Fe
from triplicate incubations are plotted for each sampling date, and error bars (some of which
are smaller than the symbols) represent the standard error of the triplicate measurements.
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Figure S2. Dissolved organic carbon concentration profiles for 9-month incubations of three Pleistocene sediment samples
(MT20.1 18m; MT30.1 6m; MT30.1 21m) with lactate (green lines), no labile DOC addition (blue lines), and lactate +
sodium azide (red lines) solutions. Average dissolved (total) organic carbon (TOC) concentrations from triplicate incubations are
plotted for each sampling date, with diamond symbols representing sediment incubations and square symbols representing nosediment blanks. Error bars (some of which are smaller than the symbols) represent the standard error of the triplicate
measurements.
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Figure S3. Aqueous As, Mn, and Fe concentration profiles for incubations of one Pleistocene sediment sample (MT30.1
21m) with varying DOC (lactate, acetate, humic acid, and fulvic acid; green lines), no labile DOC (blue lines), and DOC +
sodium azide (red lines) solutions. Average aqueous concentrations of As, Mn, and Fe from triplicate incubations are plotted for
each sampling date, and error bars (some of which are smaller than the symbols) represent the standard error of the triplicate
measurements.
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Figure S4. Cumulative As release vs. % release of CBD-extractable Mn for all sediments, time points, and treatments
across both incubation studies. Data from the first incubation study (where sediment was varied) are shown with filled symbols,
and data from the second incubation study (where DOC source was varied) are shown with open symbols. The fit line, equation
and R2 value encompass all data from both experiments.
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ADDITIONAL METHODS

Site characterization
Three samples, MT30 6 m, MT30 21 m, and MT20 18 m were located along a north-to-south
transect running between the Mekong and Basaac Rivers. Sediments in this area were
generally coarse with an orange matrix and mottled with black and grey. At depths 18 m and
21 m, sediment texture was considered sand (91% sand), and sandy clay loam was found at
depth 6 m (63% sand, 20% clay, 17% silt). Sedimentary As concentrations were greatest in
sample MT30 6 m (810 mg/kg ± 0.64 mg/kg), and the lowest amount of As among these
three samples occurred in MT20 18 m (3.5 mg/kg ± 0.34 mg/kg) (Table 2). Average Mn and
Fe concentrations for MT30 6 m, MT30 21 m, and MT20 18 m were 587 mg/kg (± 74
mg/kg), 300 mg/kg (± 117 mg/kg) and 164 mg/kg (± 16 mg/kg), respectively, and 23324
mg/kg (± 1929 mg/kg), 13532 mg/kg (± 1790 mg/kg), and 8638 mg/kg (± 757 mg/kg),
respectively.

Well site ME10 had two depth profiles associated with it, the first profile consisting of core
samples from depths 18 m and 27 m and the second profile at depths 9 m and 42 m. These 4
samples, ME10 9 m, ME10 18 m, ME10 27 m, and ME10 42 m, were located along the
eastern portion of the Pleistocene aquifer, adjacent to the Mekong River and varied in color
and texture. Sediments from the shallow depth of 9 m were very fine, with a dark grey/black
matrix (49% clay), which then transitioned to very fine with a reddish-brown matrix at
depths 18 m and 27 m. At a depth of 42 m, sediment texture became coarse with a brownishorange matrix (6.6% clay). Among the four depths, ME10 27 m had the highest
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concentration of sedimentary As (5.5 mg/kg ± 0.18 mg/kg), followed by ME10 18m (4.4
mg/kg ± 0.31 mg/kg), ME10 9 m (4.3 mg/kg ± 0.27 mg/kg), and ME10 42 m (0.91 mg/kg ±
0.01 mg/kg). At the shallower depths (9 m and 18 m), average Mn concentrations were
relatively high (862 mg/kg ± 186 mg/kg and 727 mg/kg ± 36 mg/kg, respectively), but
sediments at 27 m and 42 m had much lower Mn concentrations (363 mg/kg ± 35 mg/kg and
51 mg/kg ± 11 mg/kg, respectively). At the deepest depth (42 m), Fe concentrations were
relatively low, 1942 mg/kg (± 664 mg/kg); however, the remaining depths all had high Fe
concentrations, ranging from 23808 mg/kg to 29267 mg/kg.

Lastly, samples MW10 18 m and MW10 39 m were collected along the border of a Holocene
aquifer on the west end of our field area. Sediments from 18 m were very grainy and coarse
in texture with a dominant grey matrix (texture = sandy loam; Table S1), but sediments from
39 m had yellow and brown mottles (texture = sand; Table S1). Similar to those found at
ME10 and ME10, Mn and Fe concentrations at MW10 were greater at shallower depths, in
which the average Mn and Fe concentrations were 272 mg/kg (± 4mg/kg) and 13903 mg/kg
(± 721 mg/kg), respectively, at 18 m and 68 mg/kg (± 53 mg/kg) and 1678 mg/kg (± 787
mg/kg), respectively, at 39 m. Unlike Mn and Fe, As concentrations were higher in the
deeper sample at this site, with a concentration of 1.41 mg/kg (± 0.21 mg/kg) at a depth of 39
m and a concentration of 0.6 mg/kg (± 0.18 mg/kg) at 18 m.

Strong Acid Digestion. Preserved core samples and drill cuttings were analyzed to develop
As, Mn, and Fe solid-phase concentration depth profiles at each site. Arsenic, Mn, and Fe
were analyzed after an acid digestion protocol slightly modified from the EPA Method
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3050B for “environmentally available” elemental concentrations (EPA, 1996). Throughout
this paper these concentrations will be referred to as “total”. Prior to digestion, wet subsamples were weighed, oven dried at 105°C for 16-24 hours, and re-weighed to obtain
sediment moisture contents. For digestion, roughly 2 grams of wet sediment were placed into
50 mL Digitube digestion tubes. Five mL of 7M nitric acid (HNO3) were added to each tube,
and tubes were vortexed, heated to 95°C for 15 min, then removed and cooled. Two and a
half milliliters of 14M HNO3 were then added to each tube, and tubes were mixed and then
heated to 95°C for 30 min. The process of adding 2.5 mL 14M HNO3 was repeated. After
heating, tube caps were removed and allowed to heat for 2 hours at 95°C. Tubes were
removed from the digestion block and 1 mL of DI water and 1.5 mL of 30% hydrogen
peroxide were added to each tube in 0.5 mL increments. The addition of hydrogen peroxide
was repeated for a total of 3 mL in each tube, and tubes were mixed and heated uncapped for
2 hours at 95°C. Tubes were removed from the digestion block, capped, and left unheated for
16 to 24 hours. Two and half milliliters of 12.1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) were added to
each tube, and tubes were heated at 95°C for 15-30min and then cooled. Lastly, samples were
filtered through Whatman #41 filter paper into 50 mL Digitubes using DI water to 25 mL to
complete the volume.

Samples were digested in duplicate and analyzed for total As, Mn, and Fe using inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Agilent 7500cx). Detection limits were ≤0.05
μg/L for As, ≤0.01 μg/L for Mn, and ≤0.08 μg/L for Fe. For all ICP-MS analyses, solution
matrix blanks were run in triplicate and analyzed for As, Mn, and Fe. Additionally, after
analysis of every 10 samples, a blank, random sample, and random standard were rerun for
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quality control checks. Due to the consistency of blanks and quality controls, there was little
to no instrumental error.

Exchangeable fractionation. Preserved core samples were analyzed using a modified
magnesium nitrate extraction protocol (Shuman, 1985) to determine the most labile Mn and
Fe fractions within the sediment. Roughly 1 gram of wet sediment was placed into a 15 mL
centrifuge tube. Four milliliters of 1 M Mg(NO3)2 solution were added to each centrifuge
tube, shaken for 2 hours, filtered using a 0.2 µm filter into 5 mL centrifuge tubes, acidified
using concentrated nitric acid and preserved at a temperature of 4°C for elemental analysis.
Samples were digested in triplicate and analyzed for Mn and Fe by ICP-MS.

Amorphous Manganese and Fe Oxides. Preserved core samples were analyzed using a
modified hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH2OHHCl) with HNO3 extraction protocol
(Chao, 1972) to determine the amorphous Mn- and Fe-oxide fractions within the sediment.
Roughly 0.5 grams of we sediment were placed into 50 mL centrifuge tubes. Twenty five
milliliters of the 0.1 M NH2OHHCl in .01 M HNO3 solution were added to each tube,
shaken for 30 minutes, filtered using a 0.2 µm filter into 5 mL centrifuge tubes, acidified
using concentrated nitric acid and preserved at a temperature of 4°C for elemental analysis.
Samples were digested in triplicate and analyzed for Mn and Fe by ICP-MS.

Citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite (CBD) extraction. Preserved core samples were analyzed
using a modified sodium dithionite-sodium citrate with NaHCO3 buffer extraction (CBD)
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protocol (Mehra and Jackson, 1958) to determine the more reactive Mn- and Fe-oxide
fractions within the sediment. Roughly 2 grams of wet sediment were placed into 50 mL
centrifuge tubes. Forty milliliters of 0.3 M Na-citrate solution and 5 mL of 1 M NaHCO3
solution were added to each tube, heated in a hot water bath for several minutes until brought
up to a temperature of 80°C, and then mixed with 1 gram of Na2SO2O4. Samples were heated
for 30 minutes with intermittent shaking, centrifuged for 20 min at 2000 rev/min, filtered
using Whatman #41 filter paper, and diluted for analysis. Samples underwent a water wash
and sediment were preserved at a temperature of 4°C for elemental analysis. Samples were
digested in triplicate and analyzed for Mn and Fe by ICP-MS.
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Figure S1. Adsorption isotherm data for each sample fitted with Langmuir and
Freundlich models. Data points are plotted as symbols for each sample, solid lines represent
Langmuir fits, dotted lines represent Freundlich fits. Error bars represent standard deviation
of triplicate samples.
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Figure S2. Extraction correlations with maximum arsenic adsorbed. Calculated
maximum As adsorbed at an input concentration of 5 mg/L As(III) were plotted against Mn
and Fe fractions. Exchangeable and amorphous fractions represent concentrations only
associated with each phase, while totals represent strong acid-digested concentrations that
incorporate all fractions. Horizontal error bars represent standard deviation of triplicates for
Mn and Fe measured for each fraction. Vertical error bars represent standard deviation of
calculated As sorbed for triplicates.
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Figure S3. Aqueous arsenic concentrations for As(V) and As(III) in solution effluent of
column studies. Arsenic speciation in column effluent for As(III) was measured for various
time points throughout the flow column experiments. As(V) was determined by subtracting
the As(III) concentrations from total As concentrations.
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Figure S4. Column breakthrough curves with duplicates. A 1000 μg/L NaAsO2 solution
was passed through four packed sediment columns for roughly 463 hours (ca. 62 to 98 pore
volumes) after being flushed with 0 μg/L NaAsO2 solution for 33 hours. C/Co (C, the
concentration of As in solution; Co, concentration of As in the input solution) is plotted
against pore volume for each of the sediment samples. Duplicates were ended after 5 days of
the experiment.
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Table S1. Experimental analyses on specific well site and depth samples. This table
shows which experiments were ran on what sample and their corresponding well site and
depth.
Well Site
MT20
MT30
MT30
ME10
ME10
ME10
ME10
MW10
MW10

Depth (m)
18
6
21
18
27
9
42
18
39
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Isotherm
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Column
X
X

X
X

Table S2. Pleistocene aquifer sediments from field site. Arsenic, manganese, and iron concentrations are reported as averages
for all cores collected for each sample site. Error is standard deviation of concentrations for all cores. Ratios are of averaged
concentrations from cores.

Location and depth
(m)

MT30

MT30

MT20

ME10

ME10

ME10

ME10

MW10

MW10

6

21

18

18

27

9

42

18

39

As (mg kg-1)

10 ± 0.64

5.7 ± 0.89

3.5 ± 0.34

4.4 ± 0.31

5.5 ± 0.18

4.3 ± 0.27

0.91 ± 0.01

0.6 ± 0.18

1.4 ± 0.21

-1

587 ± 74
23324 ±
1929

300 ± 117
13532 ±
1790

164 ± 16

363 ± 35
29267 ±
1013

862 ± 186
23808 ±
1911

51 ± 11

272 ± 4

68 ± 53

8638 ± 757

727 ± 36
24720 ±
832

1942 ± 664

13903 ± 721

1678 ± 787

Fe : Mn

40

45

53

34

81

28

38

51

25

Mn : As

59

53

47

165

66

200

56

458

48

Fe : As

2332

2374

2468

5618

5321

5537

2141

23357

1187

Mn (mg kg )
Fe (mg kg-1)
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